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Abstract

This thesis presents a methodology for implementing cross-validation in the context of 

Bayesian modelling of situations we loosely refer to as ‘inverse problems’. It is motivated 

by an example from palaeoclimatology in w^hich scientists reconstruct past climates from 

fossils in lake sediment. The inverse problem is then to build a model with which to make 

statements about climate, given sediment. One natural aspect of this is to examine model 

fit via cross-validation. In MCMC studies this can be computationally burdensome and our 

procedure has attractive properties in this respect. We demonstrate that, in addition, it is 

possible to take advantage of the flexibility inherent within the method to make it suitable 

for exploring multimodal distributions. We also propose to construct useful reference dis

tributions using data  obtained from cross-validation. Our proposals are illustrated using a 

simulated data  set and several real data sets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Leave-one-out cross-validation (simply, cross-validation in this thesis) involves running sev

eral similar versions of the same statistical model; in some situations ‘brute force’ imple

mentation can be computationally burdensome. In this thesis we present, for use within 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (see, for example, Tierney (1994)) using the Metropolis- 

Hastings algorithm, a proposal mechanism based on Sampling/Im portance Resampling (SIR) 

(see, for example, Rubin (1988); we however, refer to this method as Importance Resampling 

(IR) as Stern and Cressie (2000)). This is customised to exploit the basic similarities. We 

take advantage of recent work showing tha t IR can be efRciently and robustly implemented 

by sampling ‘without replacement’. We argue tha t this proposal mechanism can deliver dra

matic computational savings in the case of inverse problems. The motivating problems arise 

in palaeoclimatology, which we briefly describe below.

1.1 Palaeoclimatology: an overview

Quantitative reconstructions of palaeoclimate have intrinsic value as a source of insight 

into E arth ’s history. Such reconstructions are also an essential basis for evaluating the 

performance of the general circulation models (GCMs) used to explore the potential future 

climatic consequences of anthropogenic changes to the Earth system.
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One aspect of palaeoclim atology is the a ttem p t to  reconstruct details of palaeo-environm ent 

by using fossil organisms in lake sediment. In simple term s, clim ate influences ecology and 

ecology influences the biotic assemblage of organisms th a t  are to  be found fossilised in lake 

sediment; thus such assemblages, called proxies for chm ate, can be used to  reconstruct some 

details of past climate. Pollen, chironomids (non-biting midges), tree rings, diatom s, chrys- 

ophytes, coleoptera, ostracods, mosses, radiolaria, foram inifera, etc. are examples of such 

proxies. Typical assemblages involve counts of the frequency of fossil organisms from 20-100 

different species. Very m any counts are zero and the to ta l count is several hundred. However, 

the inform ation about past clim ate retained by such proxy d a ta  may be quite subtle (see 

West (1996)). Also, the d a ta  recorded are typically very noisy and the current age dating 

technology is of lim ited precision, in spite of recent advances. M any environm ental recon

structions are qualitative and are presented in term s such as “cool” , “tem pera te” , “moist” , 

“dry” , etc.

1.1.1 Classical approaches

Imbrie and Kipp (1971) presented, for the first tim e, a procedure for the  quantita tive  re

construction of past environm ental variables from fossil assemblages. S tatistical models con

necting clim ate to  fossil assemblages are calibrated on m odern data , which we also refer to  as 

the train ing  d a ta  and applied to  fossil data . Birks (1998) reviews a num ber of developments 

in classical procedures used in environm ental reconstruction from biotic assemblages.

Statistically, the problem  may be sta ted  as follows. For each of a large num ber of samples, 

n"* m odern and fossil, com positional d a ta  describing fossil assemblages, p"* =  {p7*; * =  

1, • • •, n"*} and — {p{ =  1, • • •, n'^}, are available for study. For the  m odern samples

clim ate d a ta  =  {xj"; i =  1, • • •, n"” } are also available as covariates; the  clim ate values at 

the fossil sites are missing. The objective in palaeoclim ate study  is to  estim ate these missing 

values and thus to  reconstruct the pre-historic climate.

The m ost widely used m odelling procedure builds on a m ultivariate regression type model



in which the proportion of the zth species in the training data  set, is proportional to 

a ‘response function’ of the climate variable. The response function, which is typically 

unimodal, describes the way in which the proportion of the species varies with the climate. 

The regression is then ‘inverted’ and applied to assemblages of fossil data, which yields a 

corresponding quantitative reconstruction of climate. The weighted averaging partial least 

squares (WA-PLS)(ter Braak (1995)) is a widely used procedure for this purpose and has 

close links to correspondence analysis.

The unimodal nature of the response function implies tha t there exists an ‘optimum’ 

or ‘ideal’ climate, at which the species thrives the most, and the rate at which the species 

proportion diminishes from the optimum is controlled by the ‘tolerance’ of the species. The 

importance of the above assumption has been noted long ago. For instance, Shelford’s law 

of tolerance states tha t a species not only requires a certain minimum amount of resource 

but also tha t species do not tolerate more than a certain maximum amount of the resource. 

A more general law states tha t each species thrives best at a particular optimum value of an 

environmental variable and cannot survive when the value is either too low or too high. For 

more discussion on unimodality, see ter Braak (1987). Vasko et al. (2000), Korhola et al. 

(2002) use unimodal functions as a basis for building their model. However, Huntley (1993) 

argues tha t at least some species may have multiple optima and hence the response function 

may be multimodal. He recommends non-parametric modelling of the response function. The 

WA-PLS method does not explicitly assume any parametric form of the response function; 

however, the unimodality assumption is invoked implicitly.

The main disadvantage of classical methods is tha t there seems to be no consistent 

way to make statements of uncertainty in the reconstructions thus obtained. Thus they do 

not provide any adequate basis for incorporating useful scientific information, for example, 

temporal smoothness of past climates.
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1.1.2 The Bayesian approach

Unlike the classical paradigm, the Bayesian paradigm (see, for example Bernardo and Smith

(1994)) is flexible enough to cope with all kinds of uncertainties. In this paradigm, the sta

tistical parameter is treated as a random variable and a likelihood function is used to express 

the relative plausibility of obtaining different values of this param eter when a particular data 

have been observed.

Some past applications of the Bayesian paradigm to palaeoclimatology are van Deusen 

and Reams (1996), who use an AR(2) model, West (1996), who provides overview of many 

generic issues in Bayesian palaeoclimatology. Some recent work is by Trudinger (2000), 

Trudinger et al. (2002), Trudinger et al. (2002), Vasko et al. (2000), Toivonen et al. (2001), 

Korhola et al. (2002), Whiley et al. (2004).

West did not directly address palaeoclimate reconstruction, working instead with a proxy 

time series. He draws attention to the fact that proxy series inevitably correspond to random 

observation times and involve temporal and spatial aggregation. He identifies the difficult 

issues associated with uncertainty regarding observation times arising from problems in ra

diocarbon dating.

Vasko et al. (2000), Toivonen et al. (2001), Korhola et al. (2002) seem to be the first 

to use detailed statistical model based approach to palaeoclimate reconstruction, putting 

the Bayesian approach in the context of some of the classical procedures discussed in Birks

(1995). They considered a one dimensional climate variable and data on non-biting midges, 

called chironomids; this allowed them to use the simple unimodal response function.

Instead of chironomids, Whiley et al. (2004) use data on pollen and two climate variables, 

GDD5 (growing degree days above 5°C) and MTCO (mean tem perature of the coldest month) 

and attem pt to reconstruct the two climates that prevailed over Glendalough in Ireland 

about 15,000 calendar years ago. Most pollen species represent at least a group of species, 

sometimes an entire genus, and in some cases several genera or an entire family comprising 

numerous plant species. As a result, even if each species’ relationship to a climate variable
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were unimodal, one can hardly expect a unimodal relationship for a pollen species each with 

distinctive ecology and distribution. In practice, the form of the concurrent relationship of 

a pollen taxon to two or more climate variables is typically complex and multi-modal. Also 

unlike in the case of the chironomid data of Vasko et al. (2000), the total count of species 

in each pollen assemblage is not always available in Whiley et al. (2004). This forced the 

latter to make assumptions tha t may be questionable.

Figure 1.1 presents a summary of realisations of GDD5 and MTCO, given the fossil 

pollen data and the modern training data. Dates are given as radio-carbon years ‘before 

present’ (RCYBP); following Whiley et al. (2004) we denote 1000 RCYBP by 1 ka BP. 

Superimposed is a reconstruction using a classical ‘response surface (RS)’ methodology well 

known in pollen palaeoclimatology; see Huntley (1993). It is seen th a t the climate changed 

rapidly at ~  9 ka BP. Although broadly in agreement, in the case of MTCO reconstruction 

there is some divergence between the findings of the two methods just before this change. 

Huntley’s method, using the same data, suggest a very rapid and extreme cooling at about 

9.393 ka BP; this is known in the literature as the ‘Younger Dryas’ event; see Dansgaard 

et al. (1989). This particular Bayesian model offers only weak evidence for this; see the 

insert, where it is seen tha t the MTCO reconstruction is weakly bimodal.

1.2 M odel checking

An im portant problem in statistical analysis is to determine whether the underlying model 

fits the data. For forward problems, both the classical and the Bayesian literature, especially 

the former, are rich with discussions on such issue. However, we are interested in model 

assessment in inverse problems. There seems to be no literature in this context. A brief 

review on model checking in forward problems is presented in Chapter 3. One criticism 

of classical procedures of assessing model fit is tha t they are based on asymptotic theory 

(for example, the goodness-of-fit test) and could be poor for small data sizes. Bayesian 

approaches do not need cisymptotics; however, they can be computationally challenging,

11
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Figure 1.1: Reconstructions of GDD5 and MTCO with no temporal smoothness of past 

climates assumed. Overlaid are RS reconstructions. The inset is of the KDE of marginal 

posterior GDD5 and MTCO for the 107th historical sample, dated 9.393 ka BP; the vertical 

line denotes the corresponding point prediction by the RS method. Tick marks indicate the 

approximate radio-carbon dates of the 150 fossil samples.
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in case the number of parameters is large. This is the case in Vasko et al. (2000) and 

Whiley et al. (2004). In the case of Vasko et al. (2000), a A’̂ -like deviation measure has 

a very high magnitude, suggesting that the model does not fit the data adequately. As 

we shall show in the case of Whiley et al. (2004), the magnitude of such a statistic is 

comparatively quite small. However, the uncertainties in the estimates were high, which 

can be attributed to multimodal solutions. This can again be traced back to data quality. 

Such high uncertainties do not necessarily speak in favour of the null model in spite of the 

small magnitude of such discrepancy measure. In another example, presented in Diggle 

et al. (1998), assessment of residual contamination from nuclear weapons testing on a South 

Pacific island is sought. Here the sampling method generates spatially indexed Poisson 

counts conditional on an unobserved spatially varying intensity of radioactivity. In this case 

as well, we shall see that a reasonable discrepancy measure has quite small magnitude, but 

the model can still be called in question due to high uncertainty. To quantify such uncertainty 

suitable ‘reference distributions’ are needed. In this thesis, apart from proposing a method 

for implementing cross-validation, we also propose to construct useful reference distributions 

using data obtained from cross-validation.

The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we review cross-validation and im

plementation details and point out technical differences between cross-validation in forward 

and inverse problems and argue that the latter kinds of problems are more challenging tech

nically. In Chapter 3 we propose and evaluate a methodology for assessing fit of inverse 

problems. This is based on construction of reference distributions from samples obtained 

from cross-validation using IRMCMC. In Chapter 4 we introduce our proposed methodology, 

IRMCMC, and demonstrate that it provides solutions to the technical difficulties associated 

with cross-validation of inverse problems. The asymptotic accuracy of IRMCMC is discussed 

in Chapter 5. Applications of our methodologies to the palaeoclimate problems presented 

in Vasko et al. (2000) and Whiley et al. (2004) are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 respec

tively. Sensitivity analysis in inverse problems is discussed with an example in Chapter 8. In
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Chapter 9, IRMCMC has been applied to a geostatistical problem which is inverse in nature 

but requires forward implementation. This of course shows tha t our methods are useful for 

forward as well as inverse problems. We finally conclude in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 2 

Cross-validation techniques in 

Bayesian problems

The examples discussed in Chapter 1 motivate the interest of this thesis. These interests 

centre on the evaluation of the ‘fit’ of Bayesian models to the data. We are particularly 

interested in models tha t we describe as ‘inverse’ and on meeisures on cross-validation. The 

current dominant methodology is the computationally intensive MCMC. Model evaluation 

by cross-validation can be computationally overwhelming for high-dimensional models. The 

model of Diggle et al. (1998) has 160 parameters. In Vasko et al. (2000), the model consists 

of 3319 parameters and in the case of Whiley et al. (2004), the number of parameters is 

9623. The central contribution of this thesis is an efficient algorithm for cross-validation. 

This is based on IR. We refer to our method as IRMCMC.

Cross-validation in forward problems has been the focus in a number of research papers; 

see, for example. Stone (1974), Stone (1977), Allen (1974), Geisser (1975). Generalized 

cross-validation is discussed in Golub et al. (1979) and Wahba (1980); a further discussion 

appears in Wahba (1990). See also Hastie and Tibshirani (1990), Chapter 3. For the use of 

cross-validation in model selection, see Brieman (1992), Brieman and Spector (1992), Zhang 

(1992); see also Crawford (1989). Recent reviews appear in Gelfand et al. (1992), Shao
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(1993). See also Gelfand and Dey (1994), Gelfand (1996), Geisser and Eddy (1979). Bernardo 

and Smith (1994) discuss how cross-validation approximates the formal Bayes procedure of 

computing expected utilities (Good (1952)). Draper (1996) advocates cross-validation for 

model assessment. Vehtari (2001) uses cross-validation to compute expected utility for model 

assessment and comparison. In the case of disease-mapping model. Stern and Cressie (2000) 

attem pt to reduce computational labour involved in MCMC based cross-validation using 

importance weighting. Marshall and Spiegelhalter (2003) provides an improvement on the 

method of Stern and Cressie (2000) through replication of both random effects and data.

However, we do not know of any paper tha t discusses cross-validation in the context of 

inverse problems. It will be argued tha t cross-validation in inverse problems is technically 

much more challenging than in forward problems. In the following we discuss these concepts, 

initially separately but always with a view to application of cross-validation to the problems 

described in Chapter 1. To fix attention, we first introduce a simple running example, based 

on Poisson regression.

D ata X  =  {xj} and Y  =  {yj},z =  l , - - - , 10  are available. Here we take the yi as counts, 

corresponding to values of a continuous variable Xj. We adopt the Poisson model P(9xi)  for 

the counts j/j, independently of the other cases; Q is an unknown param eter. The objective 

is to ‘predict’ x  from a future y. We describe this as ‘inverse regression’, to contrast it with 

the much simpler forward application, the prediction of y for a future x. For the purposes of 

model validation, we need to contrast each of the ten Xi with the corresponding ‘leave-one- 

out posterior distribution’ 7r (- |X_i ,  Y _ j , y , ) ;  here and stand for the data omitting 

the corresponding pair Xi,yi. Figure 2.1, which displays artificial data simulated from the 

Poisson model, shows tha t the observed x» falls within a high density region of the leave- 

one-out posterior distribution. In fact, such region is also the 95% highest posterior density 

(HPD) credible region; this is defined below.

DEFINITION

The 100(1 — a)% HPD credible region for x  is the subset C  of the param eter space of x  of

16
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y

X

Figure 2.1: Artificial Poisson regression data; the case number is displayed alongside the 

datum. Case 8 illustrates cross validation with Poisson regression.

the form

C — {x : ir{x I X- i ,  Y)  > A:(a)}, 

where k { a )  is the largest constant such that

7t ( C  I X _ i , Y )  > 1 -  a .

Ideally, all the observed values of x  should fall within, say, 95% HPD region of the relevant 

posterior distribution. HPD regions could be disjoint; see, for example, Figures 6.1, 7.2, 7.3.

2.1 Cross-validation in forward and inverse problems

The Poisson problem would be a forward problem had interest been in prediction of y and 

not X.  In the Bayesian context, the leave-one-out posterior distribution of y  at each case i
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would be of interest. This is given by

7r(y I X ^ i ,  Y_i,  Xi) = Jp{y  \ e)ix{B \ Y_i )d9  (2.1)

which is equivalent to  the expectation of p[y  \ Xi ,9)  with respect to  the posterior tt{9 \

B ut our interest is in the ‘inverse’ of the above problem. In o ther w'ords, we are interested 

in learning about the leave-one-out posterior d istribution of x  in each case. This is given by

t t { x  I  =  J  7t { x \ yi,d)-n-{9 \ X ^ i , Y ) d 9  (2 .2)

Observe th a t the leave-one-out posterior distribution of x  is the expectation of 7t(x | j/j, 9)

with respect to  the posterior tt{9 \ X_j, Y).

However, two technical differences distinguish the two problems. In (2.1), assuming n  

cases, we observe th a t, tt{9 | y ij)  a  Tr{9)Uj^^p(yj \ Xj ,9) .  Now, since the  right hand 

side of the preceding expression is always available, the functional form of n{9 \ X^i,Y_i)  is 

always available. B ut in (2.2), Tr{9 \ X ^ i , Y )  = f 7 r ( 9 , x  | X ^ i , Y ) d x  and since the integral 

may not be available analytically, the functional form of tt{9 \ X_i , Y)  may be unknown. 

Again, the functional form of p{y \ Xi ,9)  in (2.1) is available, since p  is known. B ut in

(2.2), t t { x  I yi,9) = 7r{x,9)p{yi \ x , 9 ) /  f  Tr{x,9)p{yi \ x ,9 )d x  and, since the integral in 

the denom inator may be analytically intractable, t t { x  \ yi ,9)  m ay be available only up to 

a proportionality  constant. The above technical differences between forward and inverse 

problem s are im portan t. In the toy Poisson regression example, the  leave-one-out posterior

(2.2) is available analytically, bu t in the real problems discussed in C hapter 1, such analytic 

solutions are unavailable; it seems th a t im plem entation of MCMC runs leaving out each case 

in tu rn  is the only possible solution for cross-validation in such problems. In Section 2.1.1 

we review the basics of MCMC and also point out the difficulties involved in application of 

the m ethod to  cross-validation and the need to  develop alternative m ethods. In the next 

section we review MCMC and associated concepts.
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2.1.1 MCMC: an overview

Since the appearance of the article Gelfand and Sm ith (1990), M CM C m ethods have rev

olutionised sta tistical com puting. Although the m ethodology finds m ost use in Bayesian 

statistics, other sta tistical aplications are also simultaneously influenced. For example, cal

culation of p-values in exact conditional inference (Diaconis and Sturm fels (1998)) and max-

(McCulloch (1997)) may be achieved via MCMC.

M etropolis-Hastings algorithm s, introduced by M etropolis e t al. (1953)), are an im

po rtan t class of MCMC algorithm s (see, for example, Hastings (1970), Sm ith and Roberts 

(1993), Tierney (1994), Gilks and Roberts (1996)). Given essentially any probability  dis

tribu tion  (the “target d istribu tion” ), these algorithm s provide a way to  generate a Markov 

chain 0̂ ^̂ , • • •, having the target distribution as a stationary  distribution.

Specifically, supposing th a t  the target distribution has density / .  Then, given a 

“proposed value” O' is generated from some prespecified density 9) and then  accepted 

with probability a{9^*\9' ),  given by

If the proposed value is accepted, we set =  9'] otherwise, we set =  9^*K

In applying M etropolis-Hastings algorithm s, it is necessary to  choose the  proposal density 

q{u,v) .  Typically, th is is chosen from some family of d istributions, for example, normal 

distributions centered at u.  Then there is a need to select the variance of the normal 

distribution appropriately to achieve some level of optim ality  in the perform ance of the 

algorithm . R oberts and Rosenthal (2001) dem onstrate th a t for extrem ely small variance the 

algorithm  will take a long tim e to converge to  its stationary  distribution. On the  other hand, 

if the variance is taken to  be extremely large, the proposed moves will generally be rejected 

and the algorithm  will stay fixed for large num ber of iterations. R oberts and Rosenthal 

(2001) argue th a t  there exist “good” values for the variance, between these two extremes, 

where the algorithm  performs optimally. See also Gelman et al. (1996), Tanner (1996).

im isation of in tractab le likelihood functions associated with generalised linear mixed models

mm (2.3)
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For the implementation of MCMC it is desirable to know how long the algorithm takes 

to get sufficiently close to the stationary distribution. In other words, what is the “burn-in” 

period? However, Jones and Hobert (2001) remark tha t burn-in is not strictly necessary 

but most variance estimation techniques are more effective when the Markov chain is sta

tionary. More details on the burn-in debate can be found at C. J. Geyer’s Web page at 

w w w .stat.um n.edu/~charlie/. There it has been argued why burn-in is pointless.

Another question of interest is to know how long the MCMC should continue. Put another 

way, it is desirable to know when the estimates based on the output are sufficiently accurate. 

To address this question evaluation of the standard deviation of the estimates (Monte Carlo 

error) is necessary. However, this is not straightforward due to the dependence within 

the Markov chain. Jones and Hobert (2001) discuss promising methods for evaluating the 

Monte Carlo error in this case. However, in most practical problems, a mixture of intuition, 

experience and ad hoc methods are used to determine the length of an MCMC run.

2.1.2 Application of M CM C to cross-validation

Since in the case of cross-validation the posterior density of interest is of the type Tr{x,9 \ 

X_i, y ) ,  which is proportional to the prior times the likelihood, MCMC seems to be a natural 

tool for its exploration by sample generation. Marginalisation of the posterior (for example, 

(2.2)) can be done simply by ignoring realisations of parameters which are not of interest {9 

in the case of (2.2)).

Assuming th a t 6 — (^i, • • •, 0p) where p is the dimensionality of 9 and x  is unidimensional, 

and assuming further tha t the conditional 'k { x  \ 9i, - ■ ■ ,9p, X^j ,  Y)  and for j  —  1, • • • ,p, the 

conditionals ir{9j \ x ,9i ,  - • ■ ,9j-i,9j+i,  - • • , 9p ,X ^ i ,Y )  are known up to normalising con

stants, an MCMC algorithm may proceed as follows.

• Select appropriate initial values for 9 and x. Let them be and x̂ '̂̂  respectively.

Then, for i =  1,2, • • •, do

• For k = 1 to p
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— Propose a new value from some known ‘proposal distribution’ Qk{- \ 9^^)

— Compute

— Accept with probability a^, else accept

• Propose a new value from some known proposal distribution Q{- \

— Compute
^  f vr(x(‘+ ^ ) |g | ‘) , - .g < ‘> , X _ , . y ) Q ( x W |^ ( t + l ) )  ]  , .

\  n(xW\g[ î,e! ‘̂\x-i,Y)  J  ^ '

— Accept with probability a, else accept

In the above algorithm each parameter is updated sequentially using the Metropolis-Hastings 

step. Recall th a t the performance of an MCMC algorithm depends on the proposal distri

butions chosen and hence much care is needed in the choice of {Q,Qk' ,k — 1, • • • ,p}.

For other variations tha t might help improve performance of MCMC, see, for example, 

Geyer (1991a), Rue (2001). For MCMC algorithms in the case of particular inverse problems 

see Higdon et al. (2003); see also Oliver et al. (1997), Lee et al. (2002), Goodman and Sokal 

(1989), Liu and Sabatti (1999). Since none of these MCMC algorithms involve the concept of 

IR we call these ‘regular MCMC’ to distinguish them from our proposed algorithm IRMCMC 

which makes use of IR. Observe tha t in forward problems, y need not be updated by the 

Metropolis-Hastings step since given 9, direct simulation of y is possible in most cases. A 

real example is given in Chapter 9.

Clearly, this exercise could certainly be computationally burdensome in the extreme, 

particularly when p is very large and when the acceptance probabilities given by (2.4) and 

(2.5) are computationally demanding. This, in fact, is the case for all our real-life examples 

we present in this thesis. Moreover, in such examples, careful choice of the set of proposal 

distributions, {Q,Qk' ,k — l , - - - , p}  in each case is not feasible, since the number of cases, 

n, is large; usually the same set of proposal distributions would be used ‘assuming’ that
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they fit all cases. Provided th a t the leave-one-out posteriors of 9 in each case do not differ 

much, a fact th a t  seems to  hold in all our examples and is explained in detail in C hapter 5 

(but see C hapter 4, Section 4.3), it is not unreasonable to  keep the proposal d istributions 

{Qk' ,k = l , - - - , p }  unaltered. However, this may not be a valid assum ption in the case of Q, 

the proposal d istribution of x,  since different yj are expected to  predict different X{ and hence 

posteriors of x  in different cases are expected to  be different; in fact we would anticipate most 

of the mass in posteriors to  not overlap. In Chapter 6 it is explained, with a real example, 

th a t when a particu lar case has bim odal solution, regular MCMC designed w ithout particular 

atten tion  to  th a t  case, can fail to explore it adequately. Sim ulation studies, reported in the 

same chapter support th is conclusion.

To reduce the com putational burden involved with cross-validation of forward Bayesian 

models, im portance sampHng (Geweke (1989), Robert and Casella (1999), Geyer (1991b)) 

may be employed. We discuss th is in the next section. We also discuss th a t  even if this 

may be suitable for cross-validation of forward problems, th is is not in general applicable to 

inverse problems.

2.2 Im portance sampling: an overview

The idea of im portance sam pling can be explained as follows. Suppose th a t  interest lies in 

estim ation of the expectation of a function h{9) w ith respect to  a d istribu tion  f {9).  Suppose 

further th a t a sample • • •, 9^^^ is available from another d istribu tion  g{9). Then writing 

the expected value of h{9) may be estim ated as

£ « ('• (« ))  =  (2-6)
■''' e=i

where w{9) — f {9) /g{9)  is the ‘weight’ of 9. The d istribution g can be alm ost any density 

for Eff{h{9))  to  converge to  the true  expected value. However, the variance of the above 

estim ator is finite only when J h '^{9)^^^d9 < oo (see R obert and Casella (1999)). Hence 

im portance sam pling distributions with tails lighter th an  those of /  ( th a t is, those with
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unbounded ratios f  jg)  are inappropriate for im portance sampling, since in such cases, the 

variances of the corresponding estim ators given by (2.6) will be infinite for m any functions 

h. Also, in the case of unbounded w,  the weights because of their high variability,

will a ttach  too much im portance to a few realisations of 6. Finiteness of the variance of 

(2.6) is ensured by distributions g with tails thicker than  / .  Geweke (1989) gives sufficient 

conditions th a t  ensure finiteness of the variance.

The choice of g th a t minimises the variance of (2.6) is given by

m \ f { e )
J \h{u) \ f {u ) du

The result is due to  R ubinstein (1981); see also Geweke (1989). Observe however, th a t the 

above optim ality  condition requires the knowledge of the integral, where the interest lies. 

Hence an alternative is to  use the estim ator

Hlxwiew)E N { h { e ) )  =  (2 .8)

(2.9)El,\h{9W)\-^

In the above, 9̂ ^̂  ^  g oc \h\f\  note th a t the above estim ator also converges to  the true 

expectation by the Strong Law of Large Numbers. B ut since it is biased, it is not optim al 

unlike (2.7). Nevertheless, Casella and Robert (1998) have shown th a t (2.9) m ay perform 

be tte r in some settings; see also Van Dijk and Kloeck (1984). For our purpose we shall 

always refer to  the form given by (2.8).

2.2.1 A pplication of im portance sampling to cross-validation

In forward cross-validation problems, Gelfand et al. (1992), Gelfand (1996) proposed the 

re-use of samples drawn from tt{9 \ X ,  Y) .  We refer to  n{9 | X , y )  as the sa tu ra ted  posterior 

since it involves the com plete available dataset. For each cross-validation, the sam ple avail

able from the sa tu ra ted  posterior (which, in fact, is the im portance sam pling distribution) 

can be used to  estim ate the leave-one-out posterior distribution of y as in (2.8).
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Typically, however, importance weights with respect to the saturated posterior density 

are not available in inverse problems. This is because the weight function in this case, given 

by
_ 7 r (0 | X_„y)  f n { x , e \ X . , , Y ) d x

-  A O \ x , Y )  -  A d \ x . Y )— ’

may not be available if the integration on the right hand side of the above expression is not 

tractable analytically. In fact, even if it is available, the saturated posterior is likely to be 

a poor importance sampling density unless the prior on x is sufficiently strong; we illustrate 

this fact in the context of the Poisson example.

Keeping the basic structure of the Poisson regression unchanged, if we put a Gamma (axj, a) 

prior(with expected value x,- and variance x ,/a )  on x, then n{6 \ X_j, Y)  oc exp(—0 Y,j^i

Also, the saturated posterior, 'k{6 | X, F) c x  7r(0)0^3=**'  ̂exp(—0 X2"=i xj). Hence 

the importance weight function with the saturated posterior n{9 \ X,  Y)  as the impor

tance sampling density, as given by the ratio of the above two functional forms is w,,q(0) = 

exp(0a;i)/(l + Then for all 0 6 C7, where the set C is such that7r(C | X, K) =  1,

Wi^aiO) 1 1 as Q; t  oo, indicating that all the importance weights approach a constant value as 

the prior strength increases. But if a  J, 0, Wj,a(0) i  0 for 7r(- | X, K)-almost all 9, signifying 

that all importance weights tend to be extremely small as the prior strength of x dimin

ishes. This can cause numerical instability. Hastings (1970) also indicates that importance 

sampling can be a difficult method to use if values of the weights are all extremely small.

It is to be observed that adoption of the saturated posterior as the importance sampling 

density is akin to placing unit prior mass on X j and hence the above facts are not surprising.

We remark that in realistic situations one can hardly put a very strong prior on x to make 

importance weights Wi â useful. Hence, even if the functional form of 7t{9 \ X- i ,Y)  is 

available, in practice it is still not advisable to use the saturated posterior as importance 

sampling distribution. Our central contribution, illustrated in Chapter 4, is the use of 

7t ( x , 9 I X_j., Y)  as an importance sampling density, for some particular i*.

Another difficulty with the importance sampling approach described above is that the
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normalizing constant of 7r(a; | j/j, 9) in (2.2) may be unknown. This means that h{9) of (2.8) is 

not known completely. This prevents use of the importance sampling estimate given by (2.8). 

Hence the leave-one-out posterior distribution may not be obtained by any easy means. To 

overcome such difficulties we propose to combine very fast and easily implementable MCMC 

runs with IR. Specifically, we propose to leave out case i*, to sample (by MCMC) realizations 

of {x, 9) and finally to draw a subsample of 9 from the realized 9 values using appropriate 

importance weights. Then, given each re-sampled 9, regular MCMC may be used to realise 

X .  Details of this procedure is discussed in Chapter 4.

In the next section we discuss IR and its applicability to cross-validation of inverse 

problems.

2.3 IR w ith  and w ithout replacem ent and their appli

cation to  cross-validation

The idea of IR can be expressed very simply. As in Section 2.2, but adopting a slightly 

different notation to suit the purpose of this section, let us suppose that interest lies in the 

distribution f{ip),  where ^  =  {x,9).  We also suppose that a sample i) =  • ■ ■,

is available from another distribution g{ip). Then, a sample of size K ,  selected from the 

available sample i/), with probabilities proportional to weights given by (2.6) approximates 

/('!/’)■ We denote this sample of size K  by xp =  • • •,

An important technical question is whether IR should be used with or without replace

ment when K  «  N.  Most of the references to IR in the literature use sampling with 

replacement. See, for example, Gelfand et al. (1992), Newton and Raftery (1994), O’Hagan 

and Forster (2004). However, it is to be noted in this context that choosing the sample 

from the original MCMC sample ‘with replacement’ may be unreliable if some importance 

weights are extremely large, since the same value of -ip may appear most of the time in the fi

nal sample, precluding adequate representation of the target posterior. This can be partially
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avoided by resampling ‘without replacement’ where repetitions are disallowed. This has also 

been recommended by Stern and Cressie (2000), Gelman et al. (1995). Skare et al. (2003) 

show tha t sampling with replacement gives a larger sampling error than sampling without 

replacement when compared with respect to the total variation norm. This follows from the 

fact tha t the posterior has zero probability for having some equal; hence rejecting such 

proposals, by sampling without replacement, will give a lower total variance error. This we 

state below.

T heorem  1 Let be a probability distribution of a sample ip of size K  drawn from a larger 

sample of size N  by means of some algorithm. Furthermore, let p ^  be the conditional 

probability distribution of ■ip given Qq — {'ip : /  'ip^ \̂ \  < i < j <  K } . I f  K  > I, then we

have

II -  /  ||rv > || P^ -  f  IItk, (2-11)

where \\ p ^  — f  | | t v =  sup^(p^(yl) —/(A)) .  / / | |  p ^  — f  \\t v <  1, then the inequality in (2.11) 

is strict. Furthermore, if  p ^  is induced by a IR type algorithm without replacement, then

W - f  | |tk > || p ' ^ - f  llw  + 0.5K {K  -  1)N-^ + 0 { N - ^ )  (2.12)

Note tha t the theorem is applicable to any problem of any dimensionality. Skare et al. (2003) 

observe that, in the case of IR with replacement, convergence with N  does not occur with 

respect to the relative supremum norm since the probability tha t for k\ ^  k2 is

positive and the joint probability density is not defined with respect to the Lebesgue measure. 

In the total variation norm there may, however, still be convergence, and the dependencies 

between the variables indicate tha t the convergence will be 0{N~^) .  Skare et al. (2003) 

also show tha t the pointwise convergence rate of IR without replacement is 0{N~^)  and also 

give an expression for the constant in the leading term.

In this thesis, our concern is, however, to draw 9 by IR and not x. But this may be 

thought of as drawing ip =  (x, 9) by IR without replacement and then ignoring x  to retain 

9 only. Thus the theorem of Skare et al. (2003) applies to our case. To make their theorem
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more transparent, we contrast IR without replacement with IR with replacement by a simple 

example.

For some particular i and i* let 7r(a;, 0 | X_j,y) =  (/>(a;;5,l) x 0(0; 2 ,1) and -k{x,9 \ 

, y )  =  (j){x-,0,l) X ( (̂0; 2,1.05), where 0(-;/x, cr) is the normal density with mean ^ 

and standard deviation a.  Observe that although the marginal t t{x \ X^ i - , Y )  poorly ap

proximates 'k{x I X^i , Y ) ,  Tr{9 I approximates n{9 \ X _ i , Y )  well. To estimate

7r{x,9 I X ^ i , Y )  we apply IR to realised values of {x,9)  drawn from tt{x , 9 \ X _ i ^ , Y )  with 

importance weight function w(x,  9) =  {4>{x; 5,1) x 4>{9; 2 ,1 )}  /  {(j){x; 0 ,1) x (j){9; 2,1.05)}.

We suppose that the interest is to estimate the probabilities (i) P{2 <  x <  3) =  0.0214 

and (ii) P{9  >  2) =  0.5, both probabilities being with respect to 7r(a:, 0 | X - i , Y ) .  One way 

to proceed is to draw samples of ( x ,  9) from the correct density 7t ( x , 9 \ Y)  and compute 

an estimate using the samples. We however do this by drawing (x, 9) from the importance 

sampling density n{x,  9 \ X _ j., y )  and use IR to sample approximately from tt{x, 9 \ X^i,  Y).

For both probabilities (i) and (ii) we can envisage two estimators, (a) pi  and (b) p 2 

corresponding to IR with and without replacement respectively. We expect to illustrate the 

theorem of Skare et al. (2003) by showing that IR without replacement performs better 

than IR with replacement. We, however, remark that for (i) both estimates p\  and f>2 are 

expected to be quite biased since the marginal of x with respect to the target density is poorly 

approximated by the marginal of x with respect to the importance sampling density. Thus 

we do not recommend estimating characteristics of x  using IR but we certainly recommend 

doing the same in the case of 9 since the marginal is well-approximated by the marginal 

of the importance sampling density. But in both cases it will be demonstrated that IR 

without replacement performs better than IR with replacement. This is in accordance with 

the theorem of Skare et al. (2003).

Here we take the initial sample size from 7t{x , 9 \ X - i - , Y )  to he N  — 100. Clearly, 

there would occur extremely large importance weights. We computed estimates of means 

(pi), standard errors {SE)  and mean square errors { MS E )  of the estimators based on 1,000
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replications. Results corresponding to estim ation of P{ 6  >  2) =  0.5 are presented in Table 

2.2 and those corresponding to  P { 2  <  x  <  3) =  0.214 are given in Table 2.1. Note that for 

(i) (that is, P { 2  <  x  <  3)), although both estim ates pi and p 2 seem  to  be biased, S E  and 

M S E  of P2 are less than that of pi .  In fact, unlike p i, the bias of p 2  is steadily decreasing 

with subsample size K \  we use K  — 2, 6 ,8 ,1 0 .

T he case of (ii), that is P{ 9  >  2) is in accord with the procedure recommended in this 

thesis. In this case, very clearly the bias of the estim ators p\  and p 2 is very much less. This 

is expected since the marginal of 9 is well-approximated by the 0-marginal of the importance 

sam pling density. In this case, S E  and M S E  of both the estim ators are decreasing with K .  

Estim ator P2 is undoubtedly better than pi  since the former has less S E  and M S E .  We 

remark that both N  and K  are quite small in this context.

We also present in detail results of an experim ent with an initial sample of size N  =  

50,000 and a subsam ple of size K  =  5000.

T he results of this experim ent are presented in Figure 2.2. Panel (a) shows a plot of the 

cum ulative normalized weights. Ideally, the weights should have been constant, with zero 

variance, in which case the plot would have been a straight line. But clearly this is not the 

case and the weights have high variability. Panels (b) and (c) compare the exact and the IR 

(with replacement)-approxim ated densities of x  and 6 respectively. Clearly, both densities 

are very poorly approximated; in fact, as seen in panel (a), they are characterized by many 

repetitions of som e points that have high weights. In panels (b) and (d) (note that (d) uses 

w ithout replacement) samples are not even drawn from a major part of the region to  which 

the true distribution gives high probability. This is expected since n(x  \ X _ j., Y )  =  (p(x\ 0 ,1 ) 

clearly is a poor approxim ation of ir{x \ X_ i ,  Y )  =  (f){x; 5,1) .  B ut the w ithout replacement 

strategy in the case of 6, shown in panel (e) performs very well although the variance of the 

weights is very high.

We remark in this context that binomial and hypergeom etric distributions represent 

with and w ithout replacement strategies respectively, albeit w ith equal weights. If a random
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Figure 2.2: Demonstration of IR with and without replacement strategies.
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Table 2.1: Assessment of the performance of IR with and without replacement in estimation 

of P(2 < X < 3) =  0.0214.

W ith Replacement W ithout Replacement

K i>\ SE[p, ) MSE{p{) P2 SE{p^) M S E { p2)
2 0.657 0.427 2.767 0.608 0.355 2.658
4 0.676 0.390 2.762 0.464 0.280 2.462
6 0.649 0.392 2.729 0.340 0.222 2.338
8 0.683 0.380 2.763 0.266 0.175 2.278
10 0.663 0.380 2.738 0.209 0.144 2.243

sample of size K  is drawn from a population of size N,  of which a proportion p bears an 

attribute of interest, then the number of such attribute-bearers follow the hypergeometric 

distribution; see, for example, S tuart and Ord (1986). The mean value in this case is given 

by p, tha t is the sample proportion is an unbiased estimator of the population proportion. 

The variance of the sample proportion is given by which differs from the binomial

case by the factor [N — K ) / { N  — 1) which is less than one for K  > 1. Hence the variance in 

sampling without replacement is smaller than sampling with replacement. According Stuart 

and Ord (1986) this is intuitively obvious since extreme sampling possibilities are higher in 

the latter case.

We remark in this context tha t IR with replacement is asymptotically unbiased but 

unfortunately can have higher variance. On the other hand, IR without replacement has 

lower variance and is better than IR with replacement most especially when the importance 

weights are highly variable. However, the former is clearly biased. For example, in the case 

where K  — N,  IR  without replacement is akin to the false assertion th a t the importance 

sampling density is the same as the target density.

From the above examples it is clear tha t realisations of 9 may be re-used (without re

placement is recommended), but not realisations of x. This observation is very much in 

accordance with the regular MCMC case described in Section 2.1.1 where it has been ob-
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Table 2.2: Assessment of the performance of IR with and without replacement in estimation 

of P{9 > 2) =  0.5.

W ith Replacement W ithout Replacement

K Pi SE{p, ) MSE{pi ) P2 SE{ p2) M S E { p2)
2 0.511 0.439 2.374 0.504 0.351 2.311
4 0.494 0.407 2.347 0.508 0.258 2.254
6 0.498 0.392 2.335 0.496 0.197 2.226
8 0.504 0.387 2.331 0.495 0.171 2.217
10 0.493 0.375 2.322 0.500 0.157 2.212

served tha t the proposal distribution for 6 may be kept fixed in all cases but th a t for x  may 

need to vary with each case. The rationale behind this is explained in detail in Chapter 5.

An alternative to leave-one-out cross-validation may be /c-fold cross-validation. We review 

this next, borrowing heavily from Vehtari (2001).

2.4 /c-fold cross-validation

Instead of leaving out just one observation at a time, it is also possible to omit several, say, 

approximately n / k  observations at the same time and predict them with the help of the 

remaining n —n / k  observations. This can be repeated k times. Thus instead of dividing the 

data set into n  groups, each consisting of a single observation, the data is partitioned into k 

groups, each group consisting of approximately n / k  observations. Clearly, if k «  n, huge 

computational savings can be achieved. Vehtari (2001) note tha t values of k between 8 and 

16 seem to have good balance between the increased accuracy and increased computational 

load.

However, since fc-fold cross-validation involves a smaller training data set than the com

plete training data set, estimates used for model validation based on this procedure are 

usually biased. See Vehtari (2001) for details. In leave-one-out cross-validation, where 

k — n, the bias is usually negligible. However, Vehtari (2001) dem onstrate th a t /c-fold cross-
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validation may work b e tte r th an  leave-one-out cross-validation in cases where the d a ta  are 

dependent and it is more reasonable to  leave out several d a ta  points a t a tim e.

Vehtari (2001) note th a t  in the case of tim e series w ith unknown finite range dependen

cies, /^-fold cross-validation may be combined with the /i-block cross-validation proposed by 

Burm an et al. (1994). In /i-block cross-validation, instead of leaving out the zth d a ta  point 

only, a block of h cases from either side of it is removed as well. The value of h depends 

on the  dependence structu re  which could be estim ated from autocorrelations. B urm an and 

Nolan (1992) show th a t  h — 0 could be used in the case of a sta tionary  Markov process. 

However, exact properties of the process are usually unknown in real-life problems. Vehtari 

(2001) recommend A:-fold cross-validation when com putational m ethods for im plem entation 

of leave-one-out cross-validation fail. Since in this thesis we try  to  provide a reliable m ethod 

for the im plem entation of leave-one-out cross-validation, we shall no t pursue /c-fold cross- 

validation.

In C hapter 3 we discuss an approach for assessing goodness-of-fit of inverse Bayesian 

models using reference distributions derived from leave-one-out posteriors of x.
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Chapter 3 

Cross-validation and model 

assessment in inverse problems using 

reference distribution approach

3.1 Introduction

The computation of the pairs {x,,7t(x | is part of a process of model evaluation

(and indeed selection). It is natural to ask (a) how to summarise these pairs to measure 

‘fit’ and (b) how to determine whether the summarised measure indicates good fit. These 

two questions are the focus of this section. But our main contribution here is to (b), not 

(a). In this thesis we make no general claims about the appropriateness of any particular 

measure but only provide some examples. We anticipate tha t in general the choice of such 

measure will be dependent on the problem. Since the central contribution of this thesis is 

an efficient method of computing the pairs {xi,7r(x | given any inverse problem,

by using the pairs an appropriate reference distribution of the summarised measure can be 

studied for model assessment purpose. Formal Bayesian decision theory can then be applied 

on the observed measure using the reference distribution. In this chapter, their use will be
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demonstrated with sim ple problems.

We em phasise that in forward problems it is natural to  com pute pairs {j/i ,7r(?/ | X , Y - i ) }  

instead of {xj,7r(x | X _j, F )} .  This in fact deals more directly w ith the probabilistic model 

of the forward part, denoted by p{y  \ x,9);  we will dem onstrate w ith exam ples that the 

forward pairs { u i ,  7r(y | X ,  y i j ) }  provide more efficient model criticism than the inverse pairs 

{ x i , T r { x  I X _ i ,y ) } .  This is because the inverse pairs require an additional explicit prior 

specification on x,  denoted by t t { x ) .  Thus the probabilistic model p{ y  \ x, 9 )  and the prior 

t t { x )  are som ewhat confounded in tests based on the inverse pairs { x i , T r { x  \ X _ j ,y ) } .

To our knowledge there is no literature on tests based on the inverse part { x i , ' K { x  \ 

F )} ; however, model evaluation based on the forward part {?/i,7r(y | X ,  F_j)} has found 

place in the literature. We discuss this below along with som e other relevant ideas on 

model assessment. But in this thesis our focus is on {xi,7r(x | X - i , Y ) }  pairs since (a) we 

are concerned with applications of inverse problems and (b) for palaeoclim ate problems, 

which m otivate this thesis, the dimension of y  is much greater than that of x; this makes 

summarisation of the x-part far more natural than sum m arisation of the y-part.

In what follows, we review som e of the literature on model assessm ent in forward prob

lems and, for inverse problems, we discuss different choices of the measure and describe 

how its reference distributions can be com puted generically and cheaply. We illustrate the 

construction and use of reference distributions using variants of the Poisson regression model.

3.2 Overview of model assessment in forward problems

One approach for checking the fit of a model is by exam ining the marginal distribution of 

the data (Box (1980)). Specifically, if the marginal density of Y ,  defined by

is small, then Y  is unlikely under the given model.

A problem with this approach is that p { Y  \ X )  is improper if 7t(0) is. Since improper

(3.1)
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priors are quite common in statistical practice, this means that the marginal may not have 

a probabilistic interpretation in a very wide range of statistical problems.

It is worth noting that computation of the marginal given by (3.1) is a difficult problem 

and very carefully chosen importance sampling densities will be needed; in general the esti

mates are unstable. Newton and Raftery (1994) suggest a combination of the prior and the 

posterior as an importance sampling density that ensures stability; but it has the undesirable 

requirement of simulation from both the prior and the posterior.

Gelfand et al. (1992) suggest an alternative approach, based on pairs {yi,7r(y | X, y_j)}. 

The relevant distribution, called the conditional predictive distribution, is given by (2.1). 

Note that, unlike the marginal density p{Y \ X) ,  the conditional predictive distribution is 

proper whenever the posterior n{9 \ X_j, YLj) is. In addition, the collection of conditional 

predictive densities {p{yi \ X,  y ij); i = 1, • • •, n} is equivalent to p{Y \ X )  when both exist 

(Besag (1974)), which means that the former could be used even when the latter is undefined.

We note that the approach of Gelfand et al. (1992) is not easily applicable to inverse 

problems where, instead of p(j/j | X,  Y^i), interest should be on Tr{xi \ X^i ,  Y).  This has been 

already explained in detail in Section 2.1. Moreover, the summaries proposed in Gelfand 

et al. (1992) appear to lack any proper foundational basis. Theoretical support has been 

attempted in Gelfand and Dey (1994) but everything breaks down when the number of 

parameters tends to infinity as the data size tends to infinity. In the case of Vasko et al. 

(2000) and Diggle et al. (1998) the number of parameters increase with the data size and 

such methods are not applicable there.

An alternative to the approach of Gelfand et al. (1992) is due to Rubin (1984) who pro

posed constructing discrepancy measures that attempt to measure departures of the observed 

data from the assumed model (likelihood and prior distribution). Gelman et al. (1995) stress 

that the choice of the discrepancy measure can (and should be) tuned to the aspect of the 

model whose fit is in question. In order to be computable in the classical framework, test 

statistics must be functions of the observed data alone. But Gelman et al. (1996) point out
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that, for Bayesian model checking, generalised test statistics D{Y, X , 9 )  th a t depend on the 

parameters as well as the data may also be used.

One class of discrepancy measures is omnibus measures of fit. Gelman et al. (1995) 

recommend as an omnibus goodness of fit measure the statistic

The distribution of this statistic can then be compared with th a t of D{Y*^X,9) ,  where Y* 

is a replication of the data with the same parameters tha t produced the data Y.  In other 

words, Y* is a simulation from the model using the same param eter 9 th a t has given rise to 

the original data  Y.  The posterior predictive distribution of Y* is defined as

p{Y* \ X , Y )  = I p { Y *  I X, 9)n{9 \ X,  Y)d9  (3.3)

Classical goodness of fit tests for the null hypothesis tha t the data  Y  come from the given 

model are based on (3.2) where 9 would generally be replaced with its maximum likelihood or 

minimum chi-squared estimate. There are analytic results in classical statistics establishing 

the asymptotic distributions as chi-squared under the null hypothesis; see, for example, Rao 

(1965). The posterior predictive distribution provides a suitable reference distribution for 

any sample size (Stern and Cressie (2000)).

A convenient summary measure of the extremeness of D{Y, X ,  9) with respect to D{Y*, X ,  9) 

is the tail area,

PD = P  { D { Y \  X ,  9) > D{Y, X ,  9) \ X ,  Y }

= I  P { D { Y * , X , 9 ) >  D { Y , X , 9 ) \ X , 9 } ' K { 9 \ X , Y ) d 9  (3.4)

Observe tha t in the case where the distribution of D{Y*, X, 9)  is independent of 9, po  is 

exactly equal to the frequentist p-value. As such, (3.4) is sometimes called the Bayesian 

p-value (Carlin and Louis (1996)). Meng (1994) stresses th a t it is im portant to remember

tha t the use of (3.4) is not advocated in model choice; po  is not the probability th a t the

model is correct, and tha t Bayesian p-values should not be compared across models. Rather,
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they serve only as measures of discrepancy between the assumed model and the observed 

data , and hence provide inform ation concerning model adequacy.

However, Carlin and Louis (1996) note th a t this model checking stra tegy  uses the d a ta  

twice; once to com pute the observed sta tistic  D{Y,X,Q)  and again to  obtain  the posterior 

predictive reference distribution. Bayarri and Berger (1999) dem onstrate with examples 

th a t  using d a ta  twice is undesirable. Specifically, in such cases, even with arb itrarily  strong 

evidence against the null model, the p-value does not tend to  zero. Also, the posterior pre

dictive p-values do not generally have a uniform distribution under the  null hypothesis, not 

even asym ptotically (Bayarri and Berger (1999), Robins et al. (1999)). Bayarri and Berger 

(1999) have developed a related approach based on posterior d istribu tions th a t condition 

on only part of the inform ation in the d a ta  rather than  using the  full posterior distribution 

(saturated  posterior distribution) to  define the reference distribu tion . Their p-values are 

uniformly distributed under the null hypothesis and are also not as conservative as the pos

terior predictive p-values. However, Stern and Cressie (2000) point out th a t  their approach 

requires more calculation and can be quite difficult to  apply for the kinds of complex models 

th a t  are m ost challenging to  check in practice.

We now introduce our proposal of contructing suitable reference d istribu tions using pairs 

{xi, 'K{x I X - i , Y ) }  and a ttem p t to  address question (b) in the context of inverse problems.

3.3 A new procedure for model assessment in inverse 

problems

For notational convenience, in this section, we denote by Xi, the  random  variable correspond

ing to  7t (- I X_ i , Y ) .

Using an inverse cross-validation approach, we first sim ulate, for each i — l , - - - , n ,  N  

realisations from the d istribu tion  7r(ij | X ^ i , Y ) .  Let the sim ulated values be denoted by 

The sim ulation will typically done by IRM CM C; see C hapter 4. We define
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an observed discrepancy m easure th a t  measures the discrepancy between observed and

as {xj}, where Xj is the mode of the d istribution 7r(- ] X_j, y ) .  The fact th a t  the distributions 

7r(xj I X - i , Y )  could be m ultim odal m otivated us to  use the posterior mode instead of the 

posterior expectation of However, we do not claim optim ality  of the  mode as a sum m ary 

of the posterior d istribution. Some examples of are as follows:

Corresponding to  each of these observed discrepancy measures, generically denoted by D ”*” , 

we also define discrepancy variables, generically denoted by where observed Xj in each 

of (3.5), (3.6) (3.7) and (3.8) is replaced by ~  1, • • ■, Â .

We make no argum ent on the m erits and dem erits of the above discrepancy measures. 

However, note th a t while measures D®**, and provide sum m aries of distances 

between the observed values Xi and the corresponding modes of the leave-one-out posteriors 

7t(x I X_ i ,  y ) ,  the m easure is ju s t the observed value for case i and thus is different from 

all other measures in the sense th a t  it is not an overall m easure of fit. R ather it provides 

insight specifically into the case i. For example, it can be used to  check w hether or not 

Xi is an outlier w ith respect to  the  underlying model. In th is context we note th a t  there 

may exist measures corresponding to which no reference d istribution may be easily available. 

For instance, a  m easure may be defined as the num ber of Xi th a t fall w ithin the 95% 

credible region of the corresponding leave-one-out posteriors. In th is case there seems to 

exist no easily com putable reference distribution.

Note th a t has a distribution dictated  by the n posterior d istributions {n{xi  \

predicted values. In our case, the observed values are {xj}. We usually take predicted values

max
K i< n

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)
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Figure 3.1: Demonstration of goodness of fit test with the artificial Poisson regression data at 

10 sites; density of shown, the vertical line denotes Thick horizontal line denotes 

95% credible region.

This again determines the joint posterior distribution of all i j ’s 

given by 7r(xi, • • ■ ,Xn \ We denote the distribution of by tt*{- \ Y)  and refer to the 

approach as the reference distribution approach. The model will be said to fit the data if 

is consistent with the reference distribution t t * |  K). In other words, falling within 

the appropriate credible region of 7r*(D'’“’‘ | Y)  will indicate adequate fit of the underlying 

model to the data.

For an illustration of what is involved, we consider the Poisson regression example. In 

this context. Figure 3.1 shows the density of D™’’ and the corresponding observed 

shown by the vertical line. Observe that D®**® falls within 95% credible region of £)]’“'■, as 

would have been expected, since the data arise from a known model. This indicates that 

the model fits the data well. Similarly, both and indicated that the model fits 

the data well. The measure is simply the observed value at a particular case and the
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reference distribution £>4“’' is sim ply the leave-one-out posterior for that case. Using this we 

have already found in Chapter 2 that for all 10 cases the observed value x, fell within the 

95% HPD regions of the corresponding leave-one-out posteriors. Hence all D f \  Df ^  

and indicate correctly that the underlying model fits the data.

3.4 M erits and dem erits of the reference distribution  

approach

Our m ethodology is sim ple and we have attem pted to provide guidelines when to accept or 

reject the model in question. It is also straightforward to extend our procedure to  m ulti

variate situations. However, this does not seem im portant for the applications we consider 

in this thesis (a bivariate situation does arise in Chapter 7, but marginal analysis leads to 

clear-cut conclusions) and hence we restrict ourselves to  univariate cases only.

T he key point of our proposal is that it does not recommend acceptance or rejection of a 

model by noting the m agnitude of an observed discrepancy measure alone. T his m agnitude, 

combined with the sam pling distribution of the discrepancy measure (the reference distri

bution), helps make the decision in a consistent manner. Indeed, the ability to construct 

a reference distribution for any appropriate discrepancy measure is the main novelty of our 

proposed m ethod. It will be shown in Section 3.6 that assessing goodness-of-fit based on 

observed discrepancy measure alone may be undesirable.

Our approach is particularly useful in inverse problems, especially in problems where 

the dim ensionality of y  is much greater than the dim ensionality of x.  In such cases, sum

marising the x-part is far more easy than summarising the y-part. In the problems of Vasko 

et al. (2000) and W hiley et al. (2004) the dim ensionalities of { x , y }  are {1, 52} and {2 ,1 4 }  

respectively and in such cases our approach seem very appropriate.

An im portant point to note is that there are no param eterisation problems in our ap

proach with reference distributions since all parameters other than x  are integrated out. No
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asym ptotic theory, of any sort, is needed to  make this approach work. Also note th a t we do 

not use p-values, Bayesian or otherwise, in our approach. The problem  of using d a ta  twice 

is avoided here by adopting the leave-one-out cross-validatory approach.

C om putation of the pairs {xi,7r(x [ X_i ,  F )}  for each i needed to  com pute the observed 

discrepancy m easure and the corresponding reference d istribu tion  appears very dem anding at 

first sight, particularly  if there are a large num ber of cases. However, the central contribution 

of th is thesis is IRM CM C, a m ethod th a t  seems to  be highly suitable for com puting the pairs 

cheaply and efficiently. We recommend IRM CM C for the com putational needs of th is model 

assessment proposal in inverse problems. It is also clear th a t our procedure can be applied to 

forward problems. In fact, application to  forward problems may be com putationally  cheaper, 

since typically MCMC will not be needed to  sim ulate from p{- \ Xi , 9) .  But we emphasise 

th a t  in th is thesis, inverse, not forward, problems are of interest.

A possible drawback of this is th a t it seems difficult to decide which discrepancy measure 

to  use. We are not aware of any literature th a t discusses th is issue in the  context of inverse 

problems; however, in the forward context see Meng (1994), Box (1980), Rubin (1984), 

Gelm an et al. (1993), Gelman et al. (1996). However, the choice m ight be application 

specific (see, for example. S tern and Cressie (2000) in the forward context) and rather than  

a drawback th is could be viewed as flexibility offered by th is approach. Since we are not 

interested in the question concerning the m ost appropriate m easure, m ost of our results will 

be based on (3.5), only because sim ilar measures has been widely used in the  forward Ccises, 

bo th  in the Bayesian and the classical statistical literature. See, for example, O ’Hagan and 

Forster (2004) and the references therein.

I t has been argued th a t  the reference distribution approach in inverse problems, which 

is the  m ain contribution in this chapter, has some desirable properties and th a t  the com pu

ta tional challenge involved may be overcome by IRM CM C. We now illustrate  the  approach 

by applying it on various problems involving repeated com puter-sim ulated d a ta  and mainly 

noting the percentage of tim es it gives the correct answer. However, we acknowledge th a t



since we obtain  only point estim ates of true  percentages, our evaluation procedure may not 

be completely adequate.

In the following illustrations we emphasise th a t experim ental evaluation sheds more light 

on the particu lar choice of discrepancy measure. Even on any particu lar choice of discrepancy 

measure experim ental replications can shed lim ited light. B ut since here we are concerned 

with sim ulation studies, where the  true models and their properties are completely known, 

we may suppose th a t  the point estim ates provide useful evidence on the general perfor

mance of our approach based on reference distributions. Besides, we provide other relevant 

experim ental details to  supplem ent the inadequacy of the point estim ates.

3.5 Illustration of inverse m odel assessm ent w ith  the  

reference distribution approach

We now dem onstrate our proposed m ethodology with four examples, the first being a forward 

problem. B ut w'e consider this foward regression problem  m ainly to contrast it w ith later 

examples on inverse regression problems. The forward example concerns the problem when 

the da ta  actually comes from a Geom etric d istribution bu t is modeled as Poisson distribution; 

we cissume th a t  in this case our interest is in checking the forward aspect of the  model, th a t 

is, if the ‘y ’-p art is modeled correctly. Here we shall use pairs {yi,7r(y | X , YLj)}.

The second example is the ‘inverse’ of the  first problem , th a t  is, it concerns the ‘x ’-part 

of the data , using pairs {xi,Tc{x \ X _ t,F )} , other facts rem aining the same as in the  first 

example. Since in th is case the interest is in the  inverse, it is required to  pu t a prior on x.  It 

will be argued th a t checking model assum ptions on y  using pairs {xi,Tr{x \ X - i , Y ) }  is less 

efficient than  { y i , 7 r ( y  | X ,  K _ j ) } .

The th ird  example concerns an inverse problem where it  is assumed th a t  the forward 

aspect of the model is guessed correctly. Here goodness-of-fit test is akin to  testing  the prior 

on X. In th is case the pairs {xi,Tr{x | X ^ i , Y ) }  seem natural.
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In the fourth exam ple we discuss our m ethodology in the context of a variable selection  

problem, assum ing that the forward part has been guessed correctly but that the inverse part 

has been incorrectly modeled; the true model form being quadratic but m odeled as linear or 

cubic.

In none of our exam ples do we claim optim ality of any particular discrepancy measure. 

Throughout all illustrations the results based on the discrepancy measure and the 

corresponding reference distribution will be presented.

E xam ple 1: Forward regression

We consider a problem where the data actually comes from a G eom etric distribution but 

has been m odeled in reality as involving the Poisson distribution. In other words, given 

3̂ 1, • • • ,  3:10, which are drawn randomly from C /(l,2 ) (that is, uniform distribution on the 

interval (1 ,2 )) , data yi ~  Geometric(pj), where Pi =  1 /(1  +  9xi).  A sample data set given 

0 =  1 is shown in Figure 3.2. It is assumed, for purposes of illustration, that the data  

has been modeled as Poisson(^^Xj). A uniform improper prior has been put on 6, that is, 

tt{6) =  I', 9 >  0.

Note that, had yi been Poisson(0), then E{yi)  =  9xi =  Var{yi ) .  But for the Geometric 

case, E{yi )  =  9xi  but Var{yi )  — E{ y i ) { l  +  9xi).  In this exam ple Xj €  (1 ,2 ) and 0 >  0. 

Since Xi are bounded, for 9 close to zero Var{yj )  Ri E{yi )  and we can expect Poisson and 

Geometric distributions to agree. However, if 9 is large, then Var{y i )  »  E{yi )  and the two 

distributions are expected to disagree.

Sample reference distributions and observed discrepancy measures for 9 — 0.1 and 9 =  lb  

are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. From the figures it is clear that Geometric and 

Poisson both fit the model well in the case where 9 — 0.1 but the Poisson distribution does 

not fit the data when 9 — 15. We also considered 1000 sim ulations from the Geometric 

distributions w ith the above set-up with different values of 9 and applied our m ethodology  

in each case to assess the goodness-of-fit of the Poisson m odel to the G eom etric data. Sub

sequently the true model has also been applied on the data to contrast w ith the fit achieved
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Figure 3.2: D ata arisen from the Geometric model: xji ~  Geometric(pj), where Pi =  1 /(1  +  

9xi).  Here 9 =  1.
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Figure 3.3: Result of goodness-of-fit test when true model is Geometric with 9 =  0.1. Ref

erence distributions are shown in panels (a) and (b); vertical lines denote observed values. 

Since the observed values in both cases lie within the approximately 97% credible regions 

(denoted by the thick horizontal line), both Poisson and Geometric fit the data well.
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Figure 3.4: Result of goodness-of-fit test when true model is Geometric with 9 =  15. Panel 

(a) suggests that the Geometric distribution fits the data. But panel (b) suggests that the 

Poisson distribution does not fit the data.
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Table 3.1: Forward problem: assessment of Poisson model fit when the true model is Geo

metric.

Parameter(0) Poisson agreement (%) Geometric agreement (%)
0.1 97.0 99.7
1.0 59.7 99.0
3.0 13.2 98.8
5.0 3.3 98.5
7.0 0.8 99.1

15.0 0.0 97.5

by the Poisson model. The results are given in Table 3.1. For exam ple, for d — 0.1 and the 

true model is Geometric, the erroneous Poisson model is accepted 97% tim es (false positive) 

and the true Geometric model is rejected 0.03% tim es (false negative).

In Example 2 we will contrast this with the inverse case.

Observe that, as 6 increases, the Poisson model agrees less and less w ith the Geometric 

model. This is because the mean and variance of the Geometric distribution drift apart as 

9 increases. In fact, the percentages of agreement by the Poisson model decrease quite fast. 

It will be pointed out that in the inverse case the decrease is relatively slow in comparison. 

Note that when the Geometric model is applied to the data it fits the data very well in all 

cases. This is to be expected since it is the true model. In the inverse case it will be seen 

that the percentages of agreement by the Geometric model are com paratively slightly less.

Example 2: Inverse regression

In the first exam ple we considered a problem involving the Geometric distribution as the 

true model but m odeled as Poisson distribution. There assessm ent of the m odel fit used 

pairs {j/i, 7r(y | X , y i , ) } .  In this exam ple we consider the sam e problem but now we focus on 

the pairs {xj,7r(a: [ X _ i , F ) }  instead. We remind the reader that herein lies our interest. In 

contrast to the previous forward exam ple, here we need to put a prior on x  (in addition to 

the prior on 9, which we assume the same as in the previous exam ple). We put the correct 

prior on x; that is x  ~  U{\ ^2)  (recall that in Example 1 x  has been drawn randomly from
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t/( l ,2 ) ) .

We describe the experiment in detail contrasting results with the forward case, whenever 

applicable. Below we present the details of our experiments, elaborating on the two cases, 

namely, 9 = 15 and 9 =  0.1.

Case 1: 9—15

Results of a sample experiment is presented in Figure 3.5.

In the case of the Geometric distribution the observed discrepancy measure falls within 

the approximately 97% credible interval of the reference distribution suggesting good fit. This 

is not the case for the Poisson distribution, clearly suggesting th a t the Poisson model does 

not fit the data. Figure 3.6 shows tha t the leave-one-out posterior of x  corresponding to the 

Geometric model gives high density to the observed value of x  but the same observed value 

is given low density by the leave-one-out posterior with respect to the Poisson distribution.

We considered 1000 simulations from the Geometric distributions with the above set-up 

and applied our methodology in each case to assess the goodness-of-fit of the Poisson model 

to the Geometric data. The Poisson model could fit the Geometric data only 1.4% times. 

However, when the Geometric model is assumed, agreement took place 97.6% times. This is 

clearly to be expected since the data arise from the Geometric distribution.

We now discuss the situation where Poisson and Geometric models agree.

Case 2: 0=0.1

We present below results of a sample experiment.

As seen in Figure 3.7 it seems clear tha t Geometric and Poisson models both fit the data. 

In fact, with repeated simulations in this case, both Poisson and the Geometric model fitted 

the data well 97.3% times.

Figure 3.8 shows th a t the leave-one-out posterior of x  under the true Geometric model 

and the fitted Poisson model are very similar.

Apart from the two detailed cases we reported with 6 =  0.1 and 15, we provide in
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Figure 3.5: Result o f goodness-of-fit test when true model is the Geometric d is tribu tion  w ith  

9 =  15. Panel (a) shows the observed discrepancy measure (vertical line) and the reference 

d is tribution  corresponding to a Geometric d is tribution  fitted  to the data. The observed 

value is included in the approximately 97% credible interval (denoted by the th ick horizontal 

line). The observed discrepancy measure and the reference d is tribu tion  given the Poisson 

d is tribution  is shown in (b). Since the vertical line does not fa ll w ith in  the th ick horizontal 

line, we conclude tha t Poisson d is tribution  does not f it  the data.
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Figure 3.6: Leave-one-out posterior of x  for a specific case corresponding to  the Geometric 

d istribution gives higher density to  the observed value (denoted by the  vertical line) compared 

to  the Poisson distribution. Here Geom etric d istribution (with 0 =  15) is clearly more 

appropriate th an  the Poisson distribution.
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Figure 3.7: Result of goodness-of-fit test when true  model is the  G eom etric d istribu tion  with 

9 —  0.1. Panels (a) and (b) show th a t both  Geom etric and Poisson model fit the d a ta  well.
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Figure 3.8: Leave-one-out posteriors of x for a specific case when the true  model is Geometric 

with 9 =  0.1. Both posteriors, which are very sim ilar, give high density to  the observed datum  

(denoted by the  vertical line).
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Table 3.2: Inverse problem: assessment of Poisson model fit when the true model is Geo

metric.

Parameter(0) Poisson agreement (%) Geometric agreement (%)
0.1 97.3 97.3
1.0 89.3 97.1
3.0 63.5 97.5
5.0 34.7 97.7
7.0 18.4 97.8
15.0 1.4 97.6

Table 3.2 abridged results of varying the parameter 0. The table clearly shows tha t Poisson 

disagrees more and more with the Geometric model as 9, and thus the difference between 

mean and variance of the Geometric model, increases. In other words, the percentage of false 

positives decreases fast as 9 increases. On the other hand, the percentage of false negatives 

do not show any appreciable change with 9. But here one must note the contrast between 

Table 3.1, of the forward case, and Table 3.2, corresponding to the inverse case. In the 

former table the percentage of disagreement of the Poisson model with the Geometric data 

increases faster than in the table corresponding to the inverse case. Also, the percentages 

of agreement of the Geometric model with the true Geometric data is higher in the forward 

case. All these observations suggest tha t it is the forward problem tha t is more suited to 

model checking in the forward ‘y’-part. This is very clearly in accordance with the discussion 

in Section 3.1.

This is because the prior on x  confounds issues regarding the forward part. This has also 

been discussed in Section 3.1.

We now introduce an example to check the prior assumption on x  in an inverse problem.

E x am p le  3: In v erse  reg ress io n  -  p r io r  on  x

For i =  1, --- ,10,  data y, come from the true model Poisson(0Xj). D ata X  =  {xi;i  = 

1, • • ■, 10} are drawn randomly from an exponential distribution with mean A. The parameter
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Table 3.3: Assessment of inverse model fit.

Exponential mean (A) Agreement percentage
0.5 56.0

1 . 0 0 74.4
3.00 90.4

1 0 . 0 0 95.4

6 is selected random ly from the interval (0 , 1 ).

Given the above set up we now assume th a t it is known to us th a t  yi ~  Poisson(0a;i), 

bu t th a t the (prior) d istribution of Xi (which is actually exponential) is unknown. We also 

suppose th a t our u ltim ate  interest lies in the prediction of x,  and not y. As a result, here we 

are interested in checking the inverse(or x)  aspect of the model. We test w hether a uniform 

im proper prior is appropriate  for x.

We evaluate our approach with several different true values of A. Note th a t for an 

exponential d istribution with m ean A, the variance is A ;̂ since uniform  im proper priors can 

be said to have infinite variance, we can expect the fitted model to agree w ith the true model 

when A is large and disagree when A is small. We summ arise our findings in Table 3.3.

It is seen in the above table th a t the percentage of tim es the fitted model agrees with the 

true model is increasing with the value of A. T ha t this is not surprising is discussed above.

Figure 3.9 shows th a t  as A increases, the leave-one-out posterior of x  w ith exponential 

prior with m ean A converges to  the leave-one-out posterior of x  w ith the uniform  prior.

Example 4: Variable selection

In addition to  the above three examples, we have also conducted a variable selection study, 

assuming the true  model to  be Poisson w ith m ean d — 0ix, -1- B2XI. Here the  tru e  values of 9i 

and 02 are 0.5 and the Xi were drawn random ly from t / ( 0 ,10). As in the previous examples, 

here also we will present results based on and only.

Given the above set up, three cases; (a) 9 =  9iXi] (b) 9 — 9iXi -i- 92xf  and (c) 9 — 

9\Xi + 62x 1 -f ^3 3 ;?. Clearly, except (b), others are incorrect.
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Figure 3.9: Leave-one-out posterior of x  for a specific case as A varies (dot-dashed line) 

compared w ith  the posterior of x  w ith  uniform  prior (in other words, A oo) (solid line). 

The two d istributions agree more and more as A increases.
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Figure 3.10: Scatter plots corresponding to models (a), (b) and (c) presented in panels (a), 

(b) and (c) respectively.
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Displayed in Figure 3.10 are scatter plots corresponding to  the above three models. Al

though the three plots are different, some sim ilarity is exhibited between panels (b) and (c) 

which correspond to  the quadratic  and the cubic models respectively. It will be seen in our 

analysis th a t  the two models indeed may agree.

For each of the three models (a), (b) and (c), w ith the sim ulation procedure repeated 

1 0 0 0  times, we im plem ent our approach based on Df'^  and by sim ulating from the 

leave-one-out posteriors 7t ( x  | X - . i ,Y ) ,  corresponding to  uniform priors for all variables. 

Case (b) was adjudged the correct model 95% times, cases (a) and (c) agreed with the true 

model 39% and 84% tim es respectively.

I t is not a t  all surprising th a t (c) tu rns out to  be far b e tte r th an  (a); th is is because 

(a) wrongly assumes th a t  6^2 =  0 but (c) does not neglect the quadratic  term . In fact, in 

addition, (c) considers an ex tra  cubic term . Noting th a t the true  model (b) can be w ritten 

as 9 = OiXi -I- 62x f  -I- 0 X the true value of ^ 3  in (c) can be said to  to  be zero.

Figure 3.11 displays the leave-one-out posteriors of x  corresponding to  each model, for 

each of the 1 0  d a ta  points, given a sample sim ulation case.

The figure clearly shows th a t although (b) and (c) agree well, (a) diagrees w ith them  for 

many cases. The reference distributions of the discrepancy m easures corresponding to the 

three models and their respective observed discrepancies are shown in Figure 3.12.

T he observed values in the cases of (b) and (c) lie w ithin the approxim ate 97% credible 

region, bu t th a t  in the case of (a) lie far away from the appropriate credible region, suggesting 

clear rejection of the model.

We next discuss the use of reference distributions in detecting overfitting in models.

3.6 Overfitting models and reference distributions

In C hapters 7 and 9 it will be seen th a t  even when the  observed discrepancy measures 

are small, th is does not necessarily lead to  acceptance of the models in question. In such 

cases, basing decisions solely on the smallness of the m agnitudes of the observed discrepancy
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Figure 3.11: Leave-one-out posteriors of x  for each of the three models for a sam ple da ta  

set. Vertical lines denote observed values.
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Figure 3.12: Reference distributions of discrepancy measures for each of the three models. 

Vertical lines denote observed discrepancy.
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measures may be quite misleading. Below we illustrate  th is with examples. We begin with 

a very simple forward problem  involving no regression; here we will be concerned with pairs 

{Vii'^{y I  Y- i)} .  In the  next example we consider an inverse problem  which is in accord with 

our interest in th is thesis and where the pairs {xi, tt{x \ X _j, K)} will be considered.

Exam ple 5: Overfit in simple forward model

Suppose th a t  d a ta  Y  =  {yi, • • ■ iJ/io} actually came from a norm al d istribu tion  w ith mean 

0 and variance 10 bu t has been modeled in reality as variance r  being trea ted  as

unknown. It may be assumed th a t the prior density of r  is inverse gam m a with param eters 

a, P, given by

7r(r) =  ^  exp(—̂ / r ) ;  r > 0 ,  o ; > 0 ,  0  > 0

Here

and

T { a ) '

P'E { r  I r )  -

Var{T  I --

a' -  1

{a' -  \ ){a '  -  2)

where a ' =  a  +  5 and /?' =  /S +  In this case, if /3 »  10, then  the posterior

variance of r  will be very large in comparison to  the true  variance and th is in tu rn  will make 

the prediction uncertain ty  very high. In this situation  the model will overfit the d a ta  in 

the sense th a t although the observed values will be m atched very well by the  model (since 

the expected value is modeled correctly), high prediction uncertain ty  will rem ain. In other 

words, observed discrepancies will be small bu t the model may still be unacceptable.

Figure 3.13 presents a case w ith a  =  3 and P = 1000. Here the  observed discrepancy 

being 0.5, is quite small. B ut since the  reference d istribution does not support such small 

value the  model is to  be rejected.

Example 6: Overfit in inverse regression

Now we dem onstrate the situation  with an inverse problem. Given 9 and i =  1, • • •, 10
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Figure 3.13: Demonstration of overfitted case. Here considering solely the observed discrep

ancy measure (denoted by the vertical line) wrongly leads to acceptance of the overfitted 

model; considering it with respect to the reference distribution leads to the correct decision 

(that is rejection of the model).
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0.05

Figure 3.14: D em onstration of overfitted situation in an inverse problem  involving Poisson 

and Geom etric model. Here considering solely the observed discrepancy m easure (denoted 

by the vertical line) wrongly leads to  acceptance of the overfitted model; considering it with 

respect to  the reference distribution leads to the correct decision (th a t is rejection of the 

model).

which arise from a uniform distribution, suppose th a t  ?/, ~  Poisson(^Xj). B ut suppose th a t 

yi has been modeled as a Geometric distribution with param eter pi =  1/(1 +  Oxi). Here 

although the expected value of yi under both  models are same, given by 9xi, the variance 

under the Geom etric model given by 9xi{l  +  9xi) is greater th an  in the  Poisson case, where 

it is given by 9xi. Thus, for certain  values of 9 the Geom etric model may overfit the d a ta  

which actually comes from the Poisson model. Figure 3.14 presents a case w ith 9 — 15.

Com pared to  Exam ple 1 where the observed discrepancy m easure was 0.5, here the 

observed discrepancy m easure is greater, 3.04, bu t still small enough with respect to  the 

reference distribution in th is case. Thus the Geometric model is to  be considered as a poor 

fit to  the observed Poisson data.
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3.7 Conclusions

We have proposed an approach based on reference distributions of discrepancy measures to 

assess goodness of model fit in inverse problems. This is based on pairs {xj,7r(a; | X ^ i , Y ) } ,  

the observed x-values and their leave-one-out posteriors. It has been argued and demon

strated with the help of Examples 1 and 2 that this approach is less efficient when testing  

the underlying probability model of the forward part y  is of primary interest. However, even 

though this is less natural, when y  is of much higher dim ensionality than the inverse x,  the 

reference distribution approach may be much more easy.

The inverse approach can be explicitly used to check the prior on x; Exam ple 3 demon

strates this. Variable selection on the inverse side is dem onstrated in Exam ple 4.

The reliability of reference distributions in detecting overfitting m odels is demonstrated  

in Examples 5 and 6. Two real exam ples in this regard are given in Chapters 7 and 9.

We have com pletely avoided the question of recommending an optim al choice of discrep

ancy measure. This we recognise as future work.
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Chapter 4

An Im portance Resam pling proposal 

for cross-validation in M CM C

We now introduce our proposed algorithm  and discuss its im plem entation and relevant tech

nical details. For all dem onstration purposes in th is chapter a tten tion  will be restricted to 

the Poisson example introduced in C hapter 1.

4.1 Proposal

We first explain our m ethod schematically.

Cases 1, • • •, z*, • • •, n

Om it case i* i

Realisations by regular MCMC

For each i*) com pute weights

IR

Use to resample 9 ’s

Regular M C M C  with fixed 9 

For each k, sample M  values o f x
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Pool M K  values of  x.

More precisely, our proposed procedure can be sta ted  in the following m anner.

1. Choose an initial case i*. Use 7t{x , 9 \ X_j>,Y)  as the im portance sam pling density. 

M ethods of choosing i* and the necessity of m aking such a choice are discussed in Section 

4.3.

2. From this density sample values ^ 1, • • •, Â , for sufficiently large N.  Typically,

regular MCMC will be used for sampling.

3. For i G {1, • • •, z* — 1, +  1, • • •, n} do

a. Com pute, for each sample value, im portance weights where the

im portance weight function is given by

’  ̂ n { x , 9 \ X i . , Y )  L { Y , X _ , , , x , 9 y  ^

L{Y,  X ,  9) being the likelihood of the observed d a ta  under the  model. Note th a t the

im portance weights are independent of the prior on (x, 9); hence, unlike the case with 

the sa tu ra ted  posterior, the strength  of prior has no effect on the reliability of the 

results.

b. For k €  {1, • • •,

(i) Sample w ithout replacem ent 9̂ ^  ̂ from 9^^\- ■ ■, where the  probability  of sam 

pling 9̂ ^̂  is proportional to

(ii) Draw M  tim es from tt{x  \ Vi, 9^^^). Note th a t although low-dimensional, it may 

not be straightforw ard to  sim ulate directly from the above conditional and regular 

MCMC m ay be needed.

c. Store the K  x  M  draws of x  as the posterior for Xj as

Our proposed steps 1, 2 and 3a elim inate the problem  of obtaining the functional form 

of n{9 I X _i, y ) .  The need to  know the normalizing constant of 7t(x | yj, 9) is avoided in step
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3b(ii) by recommending regular MCMC. We next demonstrate th a t IRMCMC is MCMC 

with a novel proposal mechanism.

4.2 IRMCMC is MCMC with a special proposal mech

anism

We demonstrate in this section tha t IRMCMC is really a version of MCMC with a special 

proposal mechanism.

For notational convenience in this section we use the shorthand notation 7rj(-) for 7t(- | 

X - i ,  Y) .  For the IRMCMC methodology, the proposal kernels of 9 and x  are given by

I =  P{t  : g |

+ (4-2)

I =  P{t  : a;W e  <S)7r(a;(*+i) |

+ P{t  : x̂ *'̂  ^  S)q{x^^'''^^ I (4.3)

In the above, 5 is the indicator function. P{t : x̂ *̂  € »S) denotes the probability tha t t 

is a stopping time. In other words, i is a stopping time if takes value in the set S.

ttn{6 I X - i , Y )  is the empirical distribution of n{9 \ X - i , Y ) .  Observe tha t the empirical

distribution function in this case is given by

Clearly, by the ergodic theorem the above empirical distribution function converges almost 

surely to the true distribution function as N  is made infinitely large, q is & distribution 

th a t may or may not depend on values x̂ ^̂  and Note tha t we suppress in the

notation. This is because we generally choose the distribution to be independent of 

(normally, this is a random walk).

We now have a closer look at the proposal kernels Qi and Q2 . Qi says th a t if i is a stopping 

time propose a new value, from the empirical distribution | X ^ i ,Y ) ;  if not
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then  set A new value will be proposed by IR  w ithout replacem ent. The

in terp reta tion  of Q 2 is sim ilar to Qin-  It says th a t if i is a stopping tim e propose a new value 

a;(f+i) from the d istribu tion  TTi{x | (which will be typically done by MCMC) and if not

then  propose from any distribution q th a t may (or may not) depend on the  current

value Observe th a t  in our case r  is a stopping tim e if r  =  M ; th a t is P ( r  =  M ) =  1

and P ( r  /  M ) — 0. Note th a t our proposal implies keeping 9 fixed for M  consecutive

realisations of x.  This is a determ inistic definition; however, random ness may be introduced 

by agreeing to  stop the chain when the Monte Carlo error falls below a certain  level. We 

dem onstrate th is in Section 4.5 (see also Jones and H obert (2001)).

Denoting the acceptance probability of given and x̂ *̂  by \ x^*'\9^^^),

and using (4.2), we observe th a t  | 0̂ *̂ ) —)• 1 as A'’ —> 00, for 7r(- | X _j, y )-a lm ost

all

On the o ther hand, the  acceptance probability of given and x̂ *'̂  depends on

w hether on not t  is a stopping tim e. If t  is a stopping tim e, then  the  acceptance probability,

Q,(2.(t+i) I = 1, and \ otherwise, where

P[ x  \ u , x  ) '

The above facts show th a t IRM CM C is indeed a version of MCMC w ith special proposal 

kernels. The Markov chain can be w ritten as

Note th a t the realisations of 9 are piecewise constant in nature. To clarify th is concept 

we perform  a small sim ulation study  involving the Poisson regression problem . We choose 

M  =  100 and K  =  10. Shown in Figure 4.1 is the sam ple pa th  of our algorithm  for a
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Figure 4.1: IRMCMC: sample path of x and 9 in Poisson regression problem. Observe that 

9 is piecewise constant

particular case. To be noted is the fact that 9 remains piecewise constant for M  — 100 

realisations of x. Vertical lines are used to clarify the piecewise constant nature of the 

realisations of 9. The advantages of the piecewise constant nature of 9 will be spelt out in 

Section 4.4.

A regular MCMC run for adequate exploration of Tr{x \ yi, 9̂ ^̂ ) is easy to implement since 

the dimensionality of x is low and hence an optimal proposal distribution can be constructed 

easily. Note that an initial burn-in is essential if MCMC is used to draw from 7t (- | yi, 
Corresponding to 9̂ *'\ for f > 1 the last realization of x  corresponding to could be used 

as the initial value and hence no burn-in would be necessary. However, it is also possible to 

use independent initial values corresponding to each 9̂ *̂  and to discard a certain number of 

initial realisations of x  as burn-in. This can be very useful in detecting multimodal solutions 

and we use this idea to implement the real cross-validation exercises described in this thesis.
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Figure 4.2: IRM CM C explores true  posterior thoroughly; regular MCMC gets stuck a t one 

m odal region.

We denote th is version of IRM CM C as ‘IRM CM C with res ta rts ’. Note th a t  it is possible to 

select independent initial values for regular MCMC runs corresponding to  each 9 from the 

true posterior itself by rejection sam pling (for an account of rejection sam pling see Ripley 

(1987), Section 3.2, and Devroye (1986), Section II.3). W hen the dim ensionality of x  is low, 

th is is not difficult to  achieve and could also be a way to  avoid the convergence issues of 

m ultiple regular MCMC chains.

Figure 4.2 shows a toy example (based on the already introduced Poisson regression 

example) where regular MCMC with a random  walk proposal having an inadequately small 

step size completely fails to  explore a bim odal solution. On the other hand, IRM CM C with 

restarts succesfully explores both  the modes quite accurately.

It is also useful to  m ention th a t  in cases where it is easy to  sam ple directly from 7t(x | 

one can realise an alm ost iid sample from the true  posterior of x  a t  the  cost of no 

burn-in. In m ost forward problems such direct sim ulation is possible (for an illustration, see
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Chapter 9). It is certainly also possible in inverse problems, the Poisson regression problem  

being a toy exam ple. But it does not seem possible in the case of the two real exam ples of 

inverse problems described in this thesis. We thus continue to recommend regular MCMC  

for its generality.

Note also that typically a regular MCMC (and burn-in) is needed to construct the empir

ical distribution function F i^ -  Observe also that we do not need to  evaluate the distribution  

function but only need to  draw samples from F i^  w ithout replacement.

It remains now to propose a procedure to select i* appropriately.

4.3 Selection of appropriate importance sampling dis

tribution

It will be shown in Chapter 5 that for large data sets, any choice of i*  is reasonable. However, 

it is important to provide a procedure to select i*  when the data size is finite. In this section, 

we propose and study properties of several procedures. We also dem onstrate that even an 

‘optim al choice’ of i*  is little better than choosing i*  at random, having excluded ‘extrem e’ 

cases.

It follows from the discussion in Chapter 2 that in order to sam ple adequately from 

the target distribution using IR, it is desirable that the im portance sam pling distribution  

resembles the target distribution as closely as possible. Thus, for any cross-validation prob

lem, i*  should be chosen in such a manner that the difference between 7 t{ x ,  6  \ X^i. ,  Y) and 

7t (x , 9 I X-i ,  Y)  are as small as possible for all i .  Since the prior for {x, 9) remains fixed for all 

cases, the difference between the likelihoods for different ceises is the sole cause for difference 

between the posteriors. From (4.1) it follows that ideally L{Y, X , x , 9) =  L{Y, X- i , x , 9)  

for all i  over the entire range of (x,9). Clearly this is not possible. However, an adequate 

approximation to equality of weights is to choose i*  such that L { Y , X - i ^ , x , 9 )  is roughly 

‘central’ in the set of L{Y, X- i , x , 9) .  We elaborate with the Poisson exam ple for which the
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importance weight function of case i with case j  as the importance sampling density is given 

by

Wj^i{x, 9) = exp{0(xj — Xj)}.  (4.5)

We now discuss different versions of ‘centrality’. These are all based on pairwise dis

tance measures, the distance being defined in some sense between posteriors of {x,9)

corresponding to cases i and j .  Given the pairwise distances, we select case i*, where 

i* =  argminX^j d(i, j) .  We begin by an approach motivated by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) 

distance between two distributions and tha t d K i i h j )  is the measure based on KL- distance 

between distributions corresponding to cases i and j ,  to within an additive constant. Details 

are given belov/.

4.3.1 A Kullback-Leibler (KL) m otivation for the selection of i*

The importance weight function of case i when case j  is the importance sampling density, is 

given by

p{y,\xu9) p{yj\x,9) ^

We however, recognise our task as to select tha t 7t{x , 9 \ which is ‘closest overall’

to the remaining n{x, 9 \ X^i ,  Y) ,  for i* ^  i. From such pairwise distances it is possible to de

termine the case which is closest to the centroid. One proposal is i* =  argm in E"=i dKL{i,j)- 

It has been shown in Chapter 5 tha t for large n, any choice of i* € {1, • • •, n} will suffice. 

However, it is im portant to study situations where n is small.

Denoting the expectation with respect to tt{x , 9 \ X^ j ,  Y)  by Ej,  we note however, that,

Ej[wj^i{x, 0)] =  I  9 1 X ^ j , Y ) d x d 9  =  1

Observe tha t £^j[log{t(;j,i(x,0)}] =  log{£?j[u>j,j(rc,0)]} =  0 if and only if the weights are

equal. We describe d K i i h j )  — \Ej[log{wj^i{x, 0)}]| as a measure of difficulty in using n{x,  9 \

X - j , Y )  as a basis for estimating tt{x , 9 \ X - i , Y ) .  It is also possible to use d K i i h j )  —

{Ej[log{wj^i{x,  0)}])^. Note tha t if Wj^i{x, 9) includes normalizing constants of the posteriors
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■n{x,6 I X - i , Y )  and tt{x , 9  \ X - j , Y ) ,  then 0)}] is in fact the KL distance

between these posteriors. We note tha t dtKhihj) is not symmetric in We thus propose 

d Ki i h j )  =  [dKi ih j )  +  dKi i j J ) ) / ' ^  as such a measure.

We now define the posterior ^{x,  6 j X _j., F ) with minimum dKh{h i*) to be the ‘closest’ 

to a given tt{x , 9 \ X - i , Y ) .  We can not assert tha t least variability of importance weights 

Wi»^i{x, 9)  is ensured, nor tha t any measure of variability in weights will yield an estimate of 

least ‘distance’ in any sense.

For the Poisson regression case, it follows from (4.5) tha t

d K i i h j )  =1 iVi -  yj)Ej{\og{x)) +  Ej{9){xi -  xj)  | . (4.7)

Using the above equation, d K i i h j )  can easily be calculated.

It is clear from (4.7) tha t the above theory can be used formally only when the posteriors 

7t (x , 9 I X_i, Y)  are known or samples already available from them. However, this is not the 

case in reality. One approximation is to use the absolute value (or the square) of

Ej[^og{wj^i{x, 0)] Si Ej[\og{wj^i {Ej{x),  £ ĵ(6>))}] (4.8)

A natural alternative for 9 is to use expected values from the saturated posterior, which 

preceeds the cross-validation stage naturally. For x, we propose to approximate Ej{x)  by Xj. 

Thus it follows from (4.6) that,

_pjyi\xj,9)Ej[log('u;j,i(a;,6>)] «  Ej log- (4.9)
' p{Vi\xu 9) \ ’

which equals zero when Xj =  Xj. Note tha t this is close in spirit to the KL-distance between 

piVi 1 ^i, 0) and p{yi  \ Xj, 9). Also observe tha t in (4.9) expectation Ej  is equivalent to taking 

expectation with respect to 7r(0 | Xj ,  Y)  only. Thus,

dKL{ i , j )  = |(yt -  y j ) l og{x j )  +  {xi -  Xj )E{9  \ J^,F)|, (4.10)

where E{9 \ X,  Y)  is the expected value of 9 with respect to the saturated posterior. In the 

Poisson regression case, E{9 [ X, y )  =  (Z)fc=i ?/fc)/(Z!fc=i Ĵ*)- Thus it is simple to compute
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d K i i h j )  for all j ,  given E{9 \ X, Y). We may thus define the case that is ‘closest’ to a given 

n(x,9 I X^i,Y).

Note that a separate regular MCMC is needed to evaluate E[9\X,Y) in addition to 

a regular MCMC run corresponding to 7t (x , 0 | X - i ^ , Y ) .  This is com putationally very 

burdensome when 9 is of very high dim ensionality (for exam ple, in W hiley et al. (2004)). It

it will be dem onstrated in Section 4.3.3 that the effects of approxim ations used to com pute

In the next subsection we provide simpler alternative approaches to select i*.

4.3.2 Other measures of centrality to determ ine i*

An adequate approxim ation to euqality of weights is to choose z* such that L { Y , X - i » , x , 9 )  

is roughly ‘central’ in the set of L{Y,X-i ,x,9) . We elaborate with the Poisson exam ple for 

which the im portance weights are given by (4.5). We propose two distance measures whose 

m inim isation offers different versions of centrality :

respectively. N ote that the above measures can be easily extended to  situations where Xi and 

yi  are multivariate. In the case where Xi =  (xji, ■ • •, Xip) and yi  =  { y n ,  • ■ •, yig),  the distance 

measures are defined by

may not be worth the effort if other simpler m ethods perform as good or better. Moreover,

d x L  may not be negligible and may adversely affect performance.

(a) (4.11)

(4.12)

where S \  and Sy denote sam ple standard deviations of the X  colum n and the Y column

(4.13)

(4.14)

In the above Sx^. and denote sample standard deviations of the colum n of X  and Y  

respectively.
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W ith the above proposition, we then have i* = argmin{d*;(z); 1 < * < n}, for k = 1,2. 

Note tha t unlike measures based on no knowledge is required of any quantity to be 

estimated and thus seems far more reasonable and simpler to compute. We next demon

strate with the Poisson regression example tha t the measures di and ^2 may outperform the 

procedure motivated by KL distance. In fact, we show tha t even a random choice of i* from 

{1, • • •, n} may perform more adequately than the latter.

4.3.3 Comparison between m ethods of choosing an appropriate i*

In this section we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) measure to evaluate the performance 

of IRMCMC with respect to different choice of i* in the case of the Poisson problem. The 

KS measure is defined by

sup I Gn{z) -  G{z)  I  . (4.15)
Z &R

In (4.15), G  is the true distribution function of the posterior of x  corresponding to case i  has 

been omitted and On denotes the empirical distribution function defined as

Gn{x)  =  ^ E < ^ ( - o o , x ] ( # )
• ' *  f = i

where 5 denotes the indicator function. For details and related issues see Lehmann (1986), 

Billingsley (1995), Rao (1965). Recall tha t the true distribution is easily available in this 

toy problem.

For a fixed value of 9, we simulate 500 replicates of {X, Y)  such that, for i =  1, • • •, 10, 

yi ~  P{Qxi). For each of the 500 replications, the P-values associated with the observed 

KS-measure are computed for the 10 cases. This has been repeated for different ways of 

selecting i*. For the procedure motivated by the KL distance we can envisage four versions, 

each version shedding different light on the basic issue of selecting an appropriate i*.

(1) KL-1: Approximate version of d x i  given by (4.10) is used. Implementation of this 

version seems to be feasible and sensible in practice.
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(2) KL-2: Exact version of cLk l  is used with normalising constants, m aking duL a KL- 

distance, is used. This is given by

dKL{ i , j )  =  \{yi -  y j )Ej { \og{x) )  +  {xi -  Xj )Ej{9)\  +  log(cj) -  log(cj),

where Cj is the normalising constant of 7r(a;, 0 | X - i , Y ) ,  given by

r(Efĉ ,yfc)r(y, + l)-

Ej{9)  is given by 2 / f c / S f c / j a n d  £'j(log(x)) has been evaluated numerically.

N ote that in this sim ple Poisson regression case, where analytical solution is available, 

such form of cIk l  m ight be used. But in reality such analytical solutions may not 

be available. However, this simple problem where analytical solutions are available 

will help us expose the fact that the approximation (4.10), although seems realistic 

and easy to  com pute, may not be sufficiently accurate and hence the performance of 

IRMCMC may be affected in that case.

(3) KL-3; In this case, the distance d x i  has been made independent of x  by integrating it 

out. Here

d x L i h j )  =  \{Vj -  yi )Ej{ \og{e))  -  ivj  -  Vi)Ej{e)\ .

In the above, it has been assumed that £'j(log(^)) w  £'(log(0) | X , Y )  and Ej{6)  «

E{9  I X , Y ) .  Also note that the normalising constants corresponding to cases i and j  

are not considered.

This version involves the assum ption that x  can be integrated out analytically, which 

is unrealistic, but is helpful in dem onstrating that the random variable x  involved in 

the measure cIk l  can adversely affect selection of an appropriate i*.

(4) KL-4: T his is similar to KL-3 in essence but uses exact values of jEj(log(0)) and Ej{9)  

instead of approxim ations and normalising constants (here Cj =  Vk)) 

taken into account making (Ik l  a KL-distance. It will be dem onstrated that this is the
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best version; however, this will be unavailable in practice since analytical solutions are 

needed.

Apart from the performances of the above four versions of the procedure m otivated by the 

KL distance, the performances of di,  0(2 and the m ethod of sim ple random selection are also 

considered and compared. It will be dem onstrated that even w ith very small samples there 

is very little difference to choose between all the candidates for i*, but that very simple 

measures seem to offer a choice that is easy to com pute. We remark that both di  and 

^ 2  seemed to exhibit similar performances; indeed in the realistic applications described in 

Chapters 6, 7 and 9, both yielded same results.

We say that IRMCMC corresponding to a given value of i* satisfactorily approximates 

the target distribution of x  at case i if the P-value for that case is greater than 0.05. In each 

replication, the number of P-values (note that there are ten P-values in each replication) 

exceeding 0.05 is noted. Let us denote this number corresponding to the replication by 

Â r- Ideally, Afr =  10 for each r. However, this may not always be the case in reality.

The proportion of tim es Mr =  10 with respect to the proposed measures, may be used to  

compare the performances of the measures. This is given by

500
F(A/; =  10) =  ^  Vr=io}(A/;)/500,

r = l

where 6 denotes the indicator function. A high value of P{Afr — 10) indicates satisfactory  

performance of IRMCMC, given a particular distance measure.

Using the above criterion, Table 4.1 compares the performances of different ways of 

selecting i* for different values of 9.

Observe that all seven proposals perform quite adequately, the proportons P{Afr =  10) 

being high. T hat this holds despite the fact that the variabilities of the sim ulated data sets 

change as 9 changes dem onstrates the considerable robustness of IRMCMC. It is particularly  

satisfying to note that even a randomly selected i* performs very adequately. This is in 

accordance with the fact proved in Chapter 5, that the posteriors of 9 corresponding to 

different om itted data points are (asym ptotically) similar.
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Table 4.1: Assessment of the performances of m ethods of selecting an appropriate i*.

P{Mr  =  10)

9 KL-1 KL-2 KL-3 KL-4 di d2 Random
0.5 0.974 0.980 0.934 0.980 0.882 0.894 0.908
1.0 0.978 0.972 0.932 0.986 0.970 0.932 0.938
3.0 0.948 0.964 0.976 0.992 0.984 0.968 0.944
5.0 0.912 0.924 0.968 0.998 0.966 0.974 0.946
7.0 0.934 0.948 0.966 0.988 0.976 0.960 0.934
9.0 0.934 0.938 0.964 0.992 0.986 0.980 0.936

11.0 0.900 0.938 0.970 0.994 0.984 0.984 0.964
13.0 0.892 0.904 0.938 0.994 0.994 0.982 0.970
15.0 0.910 0.926 0.968 1.000 0.986 0.962 0.948

However, compared to  other procedures, the perform ance of KL-1 is the poorest. The 

exact version of KL-1, denoted by KL-2, performs b e tte r than  KL-1, indicating th a t crude 

approxim ations involved in KL-1 m ight have adversely affected its performance.

The version KL-3, which corresponds to  approxim ation after in tegrating out the random  

variable x, perform  b e tte r th an  both KL-1 and KL-2. This is not unexpected, since in both 

KL-1 and KL-2 the random  variable x, which can be regarded as a nuisance param eter while 

resampling 6 only, is retained. This causes loss of efficiency of the procedure. Since only 

posteriors of 9, not x, are of interest, while resam pling 9, and since an appropriate  choice 

of i* is needed only to ensure efficiency of the resam pling procedure, the  choice of i* should 

not explicitly depend on x. Since KL-3 avoids this problem , it performs much be tte r than  

both KL-1 and KL-2.

The version KL-4 is the exact version of KL-3, and hence outperform s KL-3. The fact 

th a t X has been integrated out and th a t exact solutions have been used help KL-4 perform 

excellently. Clearly, this is the best perform er among all seven proposals.

Note th a t  the distance measures di and di  perform b e tte r th an  all procedures other 

than  KL-4. This is because the measures use inform ation from the d a ta  only for their 

determ ination of i* and involve no unknown param eters and consequently no approxim ations.
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This makes them safe from unreHable approximations that could have made them inefficient. 

Neither do they involve the undesirable random variable x  in the distance calculation. Thus 

they perform better than KL-1, KL-2, KL-3. Since di and (I2 use information from the data 

and the proposal of the random choice of i* use absolutely no information, they also perform 

better than the random choice proposal. On the flip side, since they do not use information 

on the posterior of 6, which is of interest, they perform less efficently than KL-4, which 

rightly use information on 6. Thus d\ and ^ 2  seem to be compromise between the most 

desirable and less desirable characteristics. However, since KL-4 is unrealistic in practice, 

we recommend di and c<2 as reliable and realistic measures of determining i* appropriately. 

Since both perform adequately, we arbitrarily recommend di.

In Chapter 6 it will be seen that in the case of Vasko et al. (2000) the importance weights 

are independent of Y.  Hence, in that case, i* is such that Xi> =  m edian{X)  if di is used and 

Xj* m ean{X )  if c?2 is used. Note that there may not exist any i* such that Xi> =  mean{X).

We next illustrate with an example the performance of these measures when an extreme 

observation is present in the data set.

4.3.4 Choice of i* in the case of an extrem e observation

In this section, we demonstrate with an example that IRMCMC corresponding to both the 

distance measures may fail to perform adequately at an extreme case.

Figure 4.3 presents a data set with an extreme observation at case 2. The above method 

with respect to both measures d\ and ^ 2  clearly showed that case 2 is extreme. Both the 

distance measures d\ and ^ 2  give =  5 as the minimiser. The distance measures d\ and 0^2 

are shown in Table 4.2. The performance of IRMCMC with case 5 omitted is adjudged by 

the KS measure; the results are present in the first three columns of Table 4.2. IRMCMC 

performs adequately at all cases except at the case with the extreme observation, where it 

performs very poorly. This is because leaving out case 5 approximates the posterior of x 

at case 2 very poorly; see Figure 4.4. The reason is that the support of the posterior of 9
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Figure 4.3: Data including an extreme observation.
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Figure 4.4: The true posterior of x  at case 2 and the IRMCMC-approximated posterior with 

case 5 left out are shown. IRMCMC does not adequately represent the parameter space in 

this case.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

0.5 0.5 0.5

7 7
1.5 1.5 15

Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

0.5 0.5 0.5

7 7
1.5 1.5 1.5

Case 7 Case 8 Case 9

0.5 0.5 0.5

7 7
1.5

Case 10

0.5

Figure 4.5: Leave-one-out posterior densities of 9 . The support of the density at case 2 

includes those at all other cases.
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Table 4.2; Assessment of the performance of IRMCMC using the KS measure in the case 

where an extreme observation is present.

Case 5 omitted Case 2 omitted Distance

Case Obs KS P-value Obs KS P-value di d,2
1 0.005 1.000 0.180 0.000 10.318 7.306
2 0.381 0.000 0.007 0.979 59.727 42.234
3 0.007 0.977 0.041 0.000 8.391 5.954
4 0.003 1.000 0.044 0.000 8.437 5.984
5 0.003 1.000 0.106 0.000 8.055 5.726
6 0.006 0.999 0.137 0.000 8.364 5.926
7 0.005 0.999 0.150 0.000 8.464 6.040
8 0.003 1.000 0.076 0.000 8.084 5.764
9 0.005 1.000 0.057 0.000 8.281 5.879
10 0.003 1.000 0.078 0.000 8.165 5.810

at the extreme case includes tha t of case 5 (in fact, those of all the other cases; see Figure 

4.5). The smaller support of case 5 does not allow adequate represention of the complete 

parameter space of 0 at case 2 which in turn causes poor approximation of the posterior of 

X  at case 2.

Apparently it seems tha t leaving out the extreme case, i.e., taking i* = 2 may suffice. 

This is because the support in this case properly contains those at other cases and hence 

no representation problems arise. However, a closer examination suggests otherwise; as 

explained below.

While we can here choose ‘robust’ i*, it might represent a very inefficient choice since the 

variance of the leave-one-out posterior of 6 for the extreme case is high compared to other 

leave-one-out posteriors of 9. Therefore, if the size of the initial sample is not extremely 

large, we might fail to adequately represent the remaining other posteriors. T hat this indeed 

is the case is shown in columns 4 and 5 of Table 4.2. All cases apart from the extreme 

case (which is, in fact, the importance sampling density) are very poorly approximated by 

IRMCMC.

Figure 4.6 compares a true leave-one-out posterior of x  with the IRMCMC-approximated
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True posterior 
IRMCMC-based postefkx

Figure 4.6: In the case of an extrem e case IRM CM C fails to  approxim ate the true  posterior 

adequately.

posterior given th a t the extrem e case has been om itted. Note th a t  IRM CM C over-represents 

the right tail area of the  true  target posterior.

There is therefore a trade-off, quite generally, between robustness and efficiency. Recall 

th a t the m ain reason for IRM CM C is efficiency (excellent m ixing comes as bonus). The 

m ethod of choosing i* by minimising distance measures di and ^2 , which seeks to choose 

th a t d istribution as the im portance sam pling distribution which is closest to  all o ther leave- 

one-out posteriors, thus makes sense.

4.3.5 Conclusions

We have thus dem onstrated th a t it does not m atte r much which i* is chosen, even when the 

d a ta  size, n, is very small, providing th a t sensible steps are taken to  avoid using extrem a. 

At a very extrem e case, the leave-one-out posterior of 6 will have a much wider support 

compared to  leave-one-out posteriors a t other cases, thus m aking the im portance sam pling
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Table 4.3: R atio  of the KS m easure corresponding to  IRM CM C and regular MCMC.

Case ■Rl.lOOO ■Ri ,2000 ■Ri ,3000

Ooo

■Ri ,5000 ■Rso.ioo
1 0.337 0.739 1.670 1.807 3.560 1.028
2 0.391 0.317 1.674 0.500 1.243 1.741
3 1.431 1.289 2.299 0.706 1.240 0.799
4 0.712 1.331 2.216 1.055 0.932 0.393
5 0.754 0.625 0.824 2.511 2.684 0.326
6 0.626 0.243 1.838 2.616 2.314 1.209
7
Q

0.905 0.661 0.521 4.181 0.512 1.083
O

9 0.395 2.976 1.115 1.157 1.729 1.160
10 1.509 1.512 2.195 1.200 0.817 0.894

distribution a poor approxim ation to  the target d istribution. In fact, all approxim ate m eth

ods for com puting ‘deletion diagnostics’ (see, for example H aslett and Dillane (2004)) will 

fail in extrem e cases and common sense needs to  be used. Also, we rem ark th a t the example 

of the extrem e cases provided here is very extreme indeed. Deleting the very extrem e obser

vation avoids the problem. We have conducted sim ulation studies w ith much less extreme 

observations (not reported) and in such cases any i* seems quite satisfactory.

I t is however clear th a t IRM CM C can fail, if there are unsuspected extrem e cases (or 

cases th a t are influential in some unsuspected way). B ut (a) we can flag such cases by 

com puting distances and (b) if the d a ta  size is large we may not have m any such cases. 

In general it seems reasonable to  recommend regular MCMC to explore extrem e cases and 

IRM CM C for exploring the rem aining cases.

We now dem onstrate with an example th a t  IRM CM C may explore the posterior (mix) 

faster than  regular MCMC.
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4.4 Comparison of IRM CM C and regular M CM C w ith  

respect to  m ixing

Table 4.3 displays Rk,Mi the ratio of the KS measure corresponding to IRMCMC and regular 

MCMC respectively, each having a run of length K  x  M.  The proposal mechanism of x  has 

been kept the same for both regular MCMC and IRMCMC. In particular, a normal random 

walk proposal kernel with variance close to the optimum variance has been used. A large 

(> 1) value of R k ,m  indicates tha t regular MCMC is more accurate than IRMCMC given 

respective values of K  and M.  On the other hand, a ratio less than one says otherwise. 

We observe th a t for =  1, IRMCMC is generally more accurate than regular MCMC 

when M  is relatively small but for large M, regular MCMC seems better. This is because 

the posterior correlation between x  and 9 makes the autocorrelation in the regular MCMC 

samples of x  higher than in the IRMCMC case for each fixed 9 and makes small sample 

sizes less adequate in the former case. This has been supported by our experiments (not 

shown). The last column, which gives the ratios when K  = 50 and M  = 100, show that 

IRMCMC and regular MCMC produce quite similar results in some cases, but the former is 

significantly better than the latter in some other cases. This is in accord with the previous 

columns and suggests tha t it is worth taking M > 1, of moderate value, and K  > 1, but 

relatively small.

This provides insight into the real advantage of IRMCMC over regular MCMC. For 

even where x  and 9 are low dimensional, IRMCMC mixes as fast as, and sometimes faster 

than, regular MCMC. But the computational cost of IRMCMC does not increase with the 

dimensionality of 9. Thus in situations where 9 is very high-dimensional, simulating just a 

few values of 9 by IR and running an MCMC chain for the low-dimensional variable x  is 

clearly very much less expensive than simulating a large number of them by regular MCMC 

methods.

The above example, although demonstrating the superiority of IRMCMC over regular
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MCMC, does not provide any way to determine N,  K  and M.  For a proper choice of the 

initial sample size N  see Jones and Hobert (2001). Once N  is determined it remains to choose 

suitable values for K  and M.  Rubin (1987) suggests tha t N / K  — 20 should be adequate, 

although he does mention an adaptive scheme for selecting N / K  which may warrant further 

study. In the next section we describe a ‘quick and generic’ method of determining sample 

sizes K  and M. In accordance with the theory provided in Section 4.2 we propose to vary 

M  rather than keep it fixed.

4.5 D eterm ination of the run length of IRM CM C

Our proposal of determining K  and the run length of each regular MCMC, for fixed 0, is 

based on the assessment of Monte Carlo error. The subsample size of 9 for each case could 

be selected as in the iid case, i.e., K  should be such tha t the variance of the sample mean 

of 9 falls below a certain pre-specified level.

Next, for each k — 1, - - - ,A'  and given 0̂ *̂ , let hn^ denote the ergodic average of a 

function of interest h{x)] the average taken over realised MCMC samples of x. We assume 

tha t the following central limit theorem holds (see Jones and Hobert (2001) for conditions 

under which the assumption holds)

-  Egwfij  N{0,al )  (4.16)

where Eg^k)h is the expected value of h given 9^^\ Convergence in distribution is denoted by

Then given an estimate of a | ,  it is possible to get an asymptotic standard error for 

We break up the run of the sampler into batches of equal size th a t are assumed to be 

approximately independent. Specifically, we suppose th a t for given 9̂ ^̂  a Markov chain is 

run for n*; =  X 6 iterations where b is large enough so th a t the quantities



2

are approximately independently N{ET,h, for j  =  1, • • ■ ,a*:. The batch means estimate 

of al  is

=   -----------   -  K ^ f  (4.17)
-  1 j = i

The desired accuracy for hn^ can be specified by specifying the asymptotic variance and 

running the regular MCMC algorithm as long as the variance is greater than specified. The 

iteration a t which the variance falls below this may be regarded as a random stopping time. 

See Section 4.2 for the connection of stopping time with IRMCMC. However, our intention 

is to specify an accuracy level after combining MCMC runs of x  for each One way to 

do this is to consider the pooled mean

1 ^  -

h N  —
fc=l

where N  =  S j l i  Assuming tha t hn^ are approximately independent, it follows tha t /i„ 

is N{ET,h,a‘̂), where
2̂  ̂J_ f  ^

fc=l

If we now consider a particular definition of a^, given by

Ofc =  inf |m  € {1,2, <  e |  , (4.18)

then it implies tha t < t. Observe tha t the performances of two diferent algorithms can be 

compared at each case using the total run length N.  Also, an overall measure of performance 

may be obtained by the total run length corresponding to all cases. We next compare the 

performances of regular MCMC and IRMCMC in the context of the Poisson regression using 

the above theory.

Table 4.4 shows the run lengths needed by regular MCMC and IRMCMC to achieve 

an accuracy of e =  0.001 in (4.18). For IRMCMC, case 8 has been omitted. In each case 

IRMCMC requires a shorter run than regular MCMC to attain  the same level of accuracy. 

The total run length for 10 cases needed by IRMCMC is much less th a t needed by regular 

MCMC. This superiority of IRMCMC over regular MCMC is in agreement with the evidence
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Table 4.4: Comparison between regular MCMC and IRMCMC using run lengths necessary 

to attain  a given accuracy.

Case MCMC IRMCMC

1 28590 13210
2 44460 33910
3 450 240
4 16690 4640
5 600 160
6 4770 2350
7 15910 8180
8 13000 13000
9 680 230
10 28360 14680

Total 153510 90600

provided in Section 4.2. In the case of high dimensional problems, where 9 — {9i, - ■ ■ ,9p) and 

X = (xi, • • •, Xq); p and q being the dimensionality of 9 and x  respectively, this method is not 

directly applicable. In such cases, Monte Carlo errors of 0 =  H^j=i9j/p and x  — Y!j=\Xj/q 

may be considered. We remind the reader here tha t the cost of implementation of IRMCMC 

does not rise with the dimensionality of 9.

Thus we have proposed a method, to which we refer as IRMCMC, tha t is much more 

advantageous than regular MCMC in terms of both computation speed and mixing. We 

have demonstrated tha t IRMCMC is particularly more advantageous than regular MCMC 

in high dimensional problems.

The choice of case i* may require further discussion; we do not claim to have given any 

optimality condition with respect to the distance measure used. But clearly, when the size 

of the data is sufficiently large, then any value of i* G {1, • • • ,n}  is appropriate. In such a 

case, IR could be replaced by simple random sampling. This will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5 

A sym ptotics associated w ith  

cross-validation in inverse problem s

In th is chapter we dem onstrate th a t, in the case of large d a ta  size, any case can be om itted 

to  obtain  the initial sample needed for IRMCMC. This we do by showing th a t  for large 

samples the leave-one-out posteriors of 9 as well as the sa tu ra ted  posterior are nearly the 

same. This is im portan t since in some situations im portance weights, even with respect to 

leave-one-out posteriors may not be available. We provide such an example in C hapter 8. In 

such cases, relying on asym ptotic theory, we propose to  im plem ent sim ple random  sam pling 

from the sa tu ra ted  posterior.

The concept of approxim ate equality of posteriors of 6 for large d a ta  size is based on 

‘consistency’ of the posteriors. The phenomenon of concentration of the posteriors around 

the true  value as more and more d a ta  come in is called consistency. In Section 5.1 we 

explain th is in some detail and explain th a t the posteriors (leave-one-out and the  saturated) 

of 9 concentrates around 9o, the true value of 9, as the d a ta  size n  tends to  infinity. So, 

for large d a ta  sets, the  posteriors are nearly the same and hence realisations obtained from 

any posterior can safely be re-used for all others. In fact, IR  may be replaced by simple 

random  sampling. Our exposition in Section 5.1 hinges on the assum ption th a t  0 is a finite



dimensional param eter.

5.1 C onsistency

In Bayesian analysis, one sta rts  w ith a prior knowledge (sometimes imprecise) expressed as 

a d istribu tion  on the param eter space and updates the knowledge according to  the posterior 

d istribu tion  given the data . It is therefore im portan t to  know w hether the updated  knowl

edge becomes more and more precise as d a ta  are collected indefinitely. This requirem ent 

is called consistency of the posterior d istribution. A lthough it is an asym ptotic property, 

consistency is im portan t since the violation of consistency is clearly undesirable and one may 

have serious doubts against inferences based on an inconsistent posterior d istribution.

D EFIN ITIO N . A posterior distribution 7r„ is said to  be consistent a t if for every neigh

bourhood U  of 00, T^n{U) —> 1 alm ost surely under the law determ ined by (in short, a.s.

The above form ulation of consistency is from the point of view of classical Bayesians who 

believe in an unknown true  model. Indeed, 9q in our case can be thought of as the unknown 

true param eter which gives rise to  the observed data . Subjective Bayesians however, reject 

ideas involving an unknown true  model and think only in term s of the  predictive distribution 

of a fu ture observation. Nevertheless, consistency is im portan t to  subjective Bayesians as 

well. Blackwell and Dubins (1962) and Diaconis and Freedm an (1986) show th a t  consistency 

is equivalent to  intersubjective agreement, m eaning th a t two Bayesians will u ltim ately  have 

very close predictive distributions.

Ibragimov and H as’minskii (1981), henceforth referred to  as IH, have used a very general 

framework for param etric models th a t  include both  regular and non-regular problems. In 

fact IH verify their conditions for various classes of non-regular problem s and some stochastic 

processes as well. W ithin  their framework, Ghosh and R am am oorthi (1994) provide a nec-
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essary and sufficient condition for a suitably normed posterior to  have a lim it in probability. 

The theory of IH is based on the following three basic conditions on the likelihood ratios 

described below. These conditions hold for alm ost all param etric problem s of interest and 

the iid assum ption is not im portan t here a t all.

To describe these conditions, fix a param eter point 60 and consider Zn{u) as the ratio  of 

the likelihoods a t the points Oo +  il̂ nU and 9q, where ipn is the appropriate  norm alizing factor. 

For example, 'ipn — in the regular (sm ooth) cases.

Conditions (IH)

(IH l) For some constants M , m , a >  0,

Eizy2(ui) -  zy^(u2)r/" < ^ ( 1 + uni'll -
for every ui , u 2 w ith |u i|, \u2 \ <  R  and R >  0 .

(IH2) EZy^{u) <  exp[—gndl u ||)], where g„ : (0,oo) —)■ (0, 00) is an increasing function 

satisfying lim„_^oov_oc exp[-(/„(y)] =  OVA/' >  0.

(IH3) Finite dimensional distributions of the stochastic process Zn{-) converge to  the corre

sponding finite dimensionals of another precess Z{-).

Roughly speaking, (IH l) implies the m ean-square continuity of the process Z^/^{-) whereas 

(IH2) controls the tail behaviour. Condition (IH3) is the m ost im portan t one, deciding the 

lim iting distribution. IH obtained the lim iting distribution of Bayes estim ates and of the 

m axim um  likelihood estim ate (MLE) in term s of the process Z{-).  Thus, in particular, Bayes 

estim ates are consistent in the frequentist sense. In fact, much more is true  -  Bayes estim ates 

are always (asym ptotically) efficient while the MLE need not always be so. Thus even as 

merely frequentist estim ators, Bayes estim ates are a t least as good as any o ther com petitor.

We next argue th a t consistency implies th a t for a large sam ple size any two leave-one-out 

posteriors of 9 are nearly the same.
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5.1.1 C onsistency and its connection with robustness w ith respect

to the choice of i*

In the above general set up is very convenient for studying asymptotic properties of the 

posterior distribution and we can extract many useful information about the posterior (see 

Ghosal et al. (1995), Ghosh et al. (1994)). First, the posterior is consistent under (IHl) 

and (IH2) if the prior density is positive and continuous at and grows at most like a 

polynomial. In fact, with large probability, most of the mass of the posterior is concentrated 

in a neighbourhood of size ipn around 9q- As a result of a theorem in Ghosal et al. (1995), in 

finite dimension, consistency implies that the posterior based on any two reasonable priors 

are almost the same. Thus in large samples, Bayesian methods are insensitive to the choice 

of the prior.

We show that any two leave-one-out posteriors of 9 are asymptotically equivalent but 

those of X  are not. This we prove by showing that the joint leave-one-out posterior with case 

i omitted is asymptotically equivalent to the saturated posterior. Our result hinges on the 

observation that the saturated posterior, it{9 | X,Y) ,  can be thought of as a leave-one-out 

posterior with any arbitrary case i omitted. The corresponding random variable x  has a 

prior that puts all the mass on X i .  (see also Chapter 2, Section 2.2); the prior on {x, 9) being

n̂ '̂>{x,9) =  5ij(x)7r(0) (5.1)

where tt{9) denotes a prior density that is positive and continuous at 9q. denotes point 

mass on Xj. In this chapter, for notational convenience, we denote the saturated posterior by 

7T„(a;, 9). Note that the posterior depends on n through X  =  {xj} and Y  — {j/j}; i =  1, • • •, n. 

The leave-one-out posterior with case i omitted where x  has a prior that does not give point 

mass to Xi will be denoted by The prior in this case will be denoted by tt̂ ‘̂ {̂x ,9).

We assume that is positive and continuous at the true value {xi,9o).

We denote the parameter space by A" x 0  and assume that this is a separable metric space 

endowed with its Borel a-algebra B{X x 0 ). For each (x ,9) E X  x Q, P{x,e) is a probability
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measure on a measurable space ( Y ,^ ) ,  such that for all A E A ,  {x,9)  P(^x,e){A) is

B { X  X 0)-m easurable.

We find it convenient to  think of ?/i, y2 , • • • the co-ordinate random variables defined 

on Q =  (Y °°, ^ °° ) and as the product measure defined on Q.

Below we present our main result in the form of a theorem.

T h e o r e m  2

lim [  \Trn{x,9) —'K^\x,9) \dxd6 =  0 a.s. [̂ o] (5.2)
n-^ooJxxe

PROOF: Observe that

f  \irn{x,9) -  n l^ \x ,9) \dxd9  
J x x e

=  f  \Trn{x,9) — n ^ \ x , 9 ) \ d x d 9
J  X —{ x i } x &

+  [  \ T J - n { X i , 9 )  -  T T ^ ^ \ x i , 9 ) \ d 9
J  0

~  /  -K^^\x,9)dxd9 (5.3)
J  X —{ x i ) x Q

+  f  M x i , 9 )  -Tr!;^\xi,9)\d9 (5.4)
Jele

Since by consistency tt̂ \ x ,9)  converges almost surely to the point mass at (xi,0o)i the 

integral (5.3) trivially tends to zero alm ost surely as n —> oo. All we need to show is that 

the integral (5.4) tends to zero alm ost surely as n ^  oo. We need to show that for cj in a

set of measure one

 ̂ _  T ^ n { X u 9 )  

n i i \ x i , 9 )
d e ^ O  (5.5)

Now,

TTn{xi,9) tt{9) j  tv̂ ‘̂ \ x , 9)L{Y, X - i , x , 9 ) d x d 9

i r ^ \ x i , 9 )  "  7r(2)(x„0) f  i r {9 )L {Y ,X _ i , X u9 ) d 9

(5.6)

Let 5 >  0, r] >  0 and e >  0 be given. We choose a neighbourhood Ui x  U2 of {xi,9o),  

such that for all {x,9)  E U\ x  U2 , \'K̂ ’̂ \x i ,9o )  — tt ‘̂̂ ^{x,9)\ <  5, |7r^^ (̂xj, 0q) ~ )̂l < ^
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lUlxi^e] ~  I <  consistency there exists SIq, ^(“ ,0o)(^o) ^

u) € r̂ o,

J;^y^QTr^^'>{x,6)L{Y, X ^ i , x , 9 ) d x d 9  °  ^

Now fix w e  Qoi choose no such th a t  for n  >  no,

[  T T ^ ^ \ x ,9 )L ( Y ,X - i , x ,9 ) d 6 <  (1 — ri)  ̂ [  TT^^\x ,9 )L (Y ,X^ i , x ,9 )d9  for j  -■
J x x e  Juixuo

For given C >  0 and for n  >  no, we m ust also have th a t

Iuixu2 &)dxde
Iuixu2 -^(^i Xi, 9)d9

< c

For {x, 9 ) e U i X  U2 ,

{-iri^'i{xi,eo)
/  n{9o) / 7̂r(2)(xj,6>o) -  (5

(1  -

7t(0o) +  ^
(1 - 0

<

<

7Tn(a:»,̂ )
7ri* (̂a;i,0)

7r(2)(xi,6>o) 7t(0o) -  (5

Hence, for 6, rj, (  small.

Thus, for n >  no,

T^n{Xi, 9) ^
Trn\xi ,9)

< e

\Kn{xi,9) -  'K':i!i\xi,9)\d9

< [  7rW(rrj,0) 
JU2

< c(l -  T ] )  + 2r]

7^n{Xi,9) _   ̂

n n \ x i , 9 )
d9 +  2?7

Hence the proof of (5.2) is complete.
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Note tha t this shows tha t for large samples it is immaterial which site is omitted. Samples 

of 6 drawn corresponding to any case is re-usable. However, since the corresponding leave- 

one-out posterior distributions of x  converge to the true value Xj and hence samples of x  

should not be re-used.

In the next chapter we discuss assessment of model fit and model comparison. We 

propose a new method for model assessment based on cross-validation with IRMCMC and 

also explain th a t it can be used to compare different models.
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Chapter 6 

Application of IRM CM C to the  

chironomid m odel

So far we have illustrated the theory of IRMCMC with the help of toy examples. However, 

it is important to show that it works also in the case of practical problems.

Vasko et al. (2000) reported a regular MCMC cross-validation exercise for a data set 

comprising multivariate counts j/j on m =  52 species of chironomid at n =  62 lakes (sites) 

in Finland. The unidimensional Xj denote mean July air temperature. As species respond 

differently to summer temperature, the variation in the composition provides the analyst 

with information on summer temperatures. This information is exploited to reconstruct 

past climates from count data derived from fossils in the lake sediment; see Korhola et al. 

(2002).

The cross-validation exercise was computationally challenging, requiring 62 separate reg

ular MCMC exercises and involved a parameter 9 of dimension 3318. However, implemen

tation of cross-validation by regular MCMC is not infeasible in this case. But the problem 

seems to be an ideal real life problem where the performance of IRMCMC can be tested by 

making comparison with regular MCMC. In Chapter 7 we discuss the model proposed by 

Whiley et al. (2004) where it shall also be argued that reguar MCMC based cross-validation
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is clearly infeasible.

In the case of Vasko et al. (2000), our MCMC im plem entation took 16 hours. In con

tras t, the IRM CM C im plem entation took 16 m inutes for the in itial run and 20 m inutes for 

the rem aining 61. Additionally, IRM CM C drew atten tion  to  the bim odality  of one of the 

posteriors, a point completely missed by the MCMC im plem entation. We provide details 

of this below. B ut first we explain the high dim ensionality of 9 and our im plem entation of 

cross-validation by IRM CM C.

6.1 M odel description

In Vasko et al. (2000), the vector pi of counts a t site i followed the m ultinom ial d istribution.

Here y, =  (j/ti, • • • i J/tm), yi+ =  YJk=\Vik and Pi is an (unobserved)vector of relative abun

dances (ptii ■ • • ,Pim), of dim ensionality (m — 1) =  51. We denote the m ultinom ial likelihood 

as

The unobserved {p,; i =  1, • • •, n}, thus provide 62 x 51 param eters, even before tem perature  

Xj is related to  the relative abundances. Vasko et al. (2000) related these via a Dirichlet 

model.

where the /cth com ponent \ ik  of Aj was modelled as Aj/t =  A(xj, ^'jt), for a simple function A of 

Xi and of =  (a*;, Pk, 7fc), a 3-component param eter vector associated w ith the kth  species. 

Vasko et al. (2000) chose a simple unim odal function of these species specific param eters, 

given by

iUi I  2/i+,Pj) ~  Mult inomia l {y i+ ,P i ) . (6 .1)

(6 .2)

(Pi I a ; i , ' I ' i , - - - , ' I ' 5 2 )  Dirich le t {Ai) . (6.3)

(6.4)
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The mode, ^k-, represents the value of tem perature a t which the species k  is m ost abundant. 

Tolerance of the species is denoted by 7 * and is a scaling factor. There are thus an 

additional 3 x 52 param eters, yielding 3318 in to ta l. We write 6 =  { p i, • • •, p e 2 , ^ 1, • • •! ^ 52}- 

For choice of priors on ij^k, see Vasko et al. (2000). W ith  the above notation , the  density of 

the Dirichlet d istribu tion  (6.3) is given by

- . ( P i  I  X , ,

r(Z]fc=l ^fc)) ^A(xi,4't)-1

til
Thus, the jo int posterior with site i* om itted can be w ritten  as

/ 52
n { x , 9  \ X^i > , Y)  oc 7r(x) I H  7t(^*;)

\fc=i
X 7 r ( p i .  I x ,  ^ i , - - - , ^ ' 5 2 ) L ( y j *  | y i * + , P i O  

62
X ] ] j  7 r ( p i  I X i , ^ ' i , - - - , ^ ' 5 2 ) L ( y j  I ? / i + , P i )  

,i=l

( 52n ̂ (̂ fc)
A: =  l

r ( E f . i  A(x, ^ , ) )  ^  

n f = ir (A (a ; ,^ ,) )
— n ,- .   ............ 7 7  A (x ,4 'k )+ y i.fc -l

A "  l i  P i ' k

^ n n (m)rifc=i r('̂ (3̂t) ̂ fc)) k = i

In the next section we describe in detail cross-validation of th is model using IRM CM C.

6.2 Cross-validation of the m odel using IRM CM C

It follows directly from the leave-one-out jo in t posterior d istribu tion  (up to  a proportionality  

constant) given by (6 .6 ), th a t  the im portance weight function corresponding to  site i, leaving 

out site i*, is given by

7r(pi I X , ^ ' i , - - - , ^ 52 )  7r(pi. I X i . , ’ I ' i , - - - , ’ I ' 52 )  , .
W i i - ( x , 0 )  =  -----  ■,--------------------------- r  ; z   ^  (6.7)

v r ( p i .  I  x ,  ^ 1,  •  •  • ,  ^ 52 )  7r ( p i  I  X j ,  ^ ' i ,  ■  ■  ■ ,  ^ ' 52 )
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It is clear from (6.5) tha t the normalizing constants involved in the first ratio of the above 

expression cancel. Also observe tha t the importance weights are independent of the count 

data yj, since the individual multinomial likelihood terms consistent with Equation 6.1 are 

independent of Xi and hence cancel in the ratio. We remark tha t this was not the case 

with the Poisson regression example. Hence, in this case, as noted in Section 4.3, i* is such 

tha t .Tj. =  median{X)  or mean{X) ,  depending on the distance measure chosen. However, 

in our case, the distribution of X  is approximately symmetrical; hence it is immaterial 

which distance function is selected. From the set of medians of X ,  we arbitrarily choose 

site 38. For the implementation of IRMCMC, we performed many experiments with varying 

N,  K  and M.  However, the differences in results were insignificant. We report results for 

N  = 5000, i r  =  50, M  =  100.

The regular MCMC needed for the posterior with site i omitted has been implemented 

by first drawing each Pi from the Dirichlet distribution with parameters [Xik + Vik)- Observe 

tha t during this step, other parameters are held fixed. are proposed from a trivariate 

normal random walk distribution and accepted or rejected in accordance with the Metropolis- 

Hastings acceptance probability. The random variable x  is then proposed from a univariate 

normal random walk distribution. The variances of the proposal distributions have been 

approximately optimised for adequate exploration of the posterior; see Chapter 2.

After obtaining the output from the regular MCMC case, we select realisations of by 

IR. Using them, we explore the conditional joint density of {x, Pi) by MCMC. Note tha t pj 

depends on the unknown x,  so we consider it jointly with x  for the MCMC purpose. We 

remark here tha t since pj are conditionally independent, realisations of { P j;i  7̂  z} are not 

necessary. Restarts are used to conduct MCMC for each realisation of ' ik.  The updating 

of Pi in this case has been done by direct simulation from the Dirichlet distribution with 

parameters (A(x, ^*:) +  yijt)and hence does not require evaluation of acceptance probability as 

needed in a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Thus this step is computationally very efficient. 

Only x  needs to be updated in accordance with the Metropolis-Hastings procedure; but since
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Figure 6.1: Cross-validation using IRMCMC. Dotted lines denote 95% HPD credible inter

vals. At site 6, the 95% HPD credible interval is disjoint.

this is a one dimensional random variable, it causes absolutely no computational burden.

95% HPD credible regions (see Chapter 2) and the associated observed temperatures are 

presented in Figure 6.1. Observe, that at site 6, the 95% HPD credible region is disjoint. 

Note that more than 35% of the observed temperatures fell outside the 95% HPD credible 

regions, suggesting poor model fit. Now we present a detailed comparison between IRMCMC 

and regular MCMC.

Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 show the density estimates of temperature obtained by regular 

MCMC and IRMCMC for the 62 sites. Distance values with respect to di, scaled to lie 

within [0,1] are also shown in each case. Note that IRMCMC and regular MCMC closely 

agree with each other at all cases except site 6. In fact, in that case regular MCMC explores 

a unimodal posterior but IRMCMC explores a distribution with two modes, one being a
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_____
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between MCMC (dotted line) and IRMCMC (solid line) for sites 

1-25. Distance di  scaled to lie within [0,1] are shown in each case. Vertical line denotes 

observed value.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between MCMC (dotted line) and IRMCMC (solid line) for sites 

26-50. Distance di  scaled to lie within [0,1] are shown in each case. Vertical line denotes 

observed value.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between MCMC (dotted line) and IRMCMC (solid line) for sites 

51-62. Distance di scaled to lie within [0,1] are shown in each case. Vertical line denotes 

observed value.

minor mode, which in fact explains the observed datum as indicated by the vertical line. 

Indeed, a bimodal posterior is not unexpected at that site since the species composition 

is dominated by the presence of a very large count of a particular species. The situation 

may be interpreted as the abundant species and the remaining species have preference for 

disjoint regions of the climate space. Thus they send conflicting signals for these two regions, 

resulting in bimodality. For more details on bimodality, see Chapter 7. In Section 6.2.2 we 

describe a simulation study to justify our claim of bimodality under these circumstances.

Distributions of normalised importance weights are displayed in Figure 6.5. Clearly, 

the distributions in most cases are far from uniform and many big jum ps are noted. It is 

worthwhile to note tha t the distribution of the importance weights played no im portant role 

in the accuracy of IRMCMC. This is clear from the agreement between regular MCMC and 

IRMCMC. Certainly, this is not unexpected, as IR without replacement provides a great 

deal of protection against extreme weights and realisations of 9, not x, are re-used. This has 

been explained in detail in Chapters 2 and 4. We recall tha t the leave-one-out posteriors of 

9 are expected to be very similar, but the dissimilar leave-one-out posteriors of x  cause the
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Figure 6.5: Cum ulative normalised im portance weights.

distributions of im portance weights to  be different from uniform.

In cases where weights were extremely close to  zero, we replaced them  by a small positive 

quantity  in such a m anner th a t the weights sum to one. This is clearly a questionable practice, 

bu t very close agreement of IRM CM C and regular MCMC confirms th a t it does not lead to 

unreliability. In the cases of m axim um  distance sites (sites 55 and 58; see Figure 6.4), all 

the weights were very close to  zero. In such cases we m ade the ad hoc assum ption th a t  the 

weights are all equal. For finite num ber of param eters and large d a ta  size, the  theorem  proved 

in C hapter 5 justifies the above assum ption. B ut note th a t  in th is problem , the num ber of 

param eters increases w ith the d a ta  size. B ut the very close agreement of IRM CM C with 

regular MCMC, even for th is non-regular problem, suggests a considerable robustness of our 

approach.

It is im portan t to  point out th a t  since the Dirichlet d istribu tion  is a na tu ra l conjugate
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prior of multinomial distribution it is indeed possible to simplify the model by analytically 

integrating out {p,} and reducing computational labour. The simplified posterior with site 

i* omitted, with 9 = • • •, ^'5 2 } is then given by

. . ,  ^   ̂ ..T,  ̂ r (E f= i A,,) n f= i r(A ,, +  y,,)
T t { x ,  e  I r )  a  7 t ( x )  1 1  7r(^^fc) H ^ 5 2  A  ̂ ( 6 - ^ )

k = \  i= i lifc=i U L f c = i  Ai/s +  yifcj

But our experiments, using exactly the same run length N  and same proposal distribu

tions for X  and as has been used for the larger problem given by (6 .6 ), suggested that 

retaining the latent variables {pj} improves the mixing behaviour of our regular MCMC 

algorithm needed for the site omitted. In fact, the latent variables allow regular MCMC 

to visit interesting regions of the 0-space. For instance, the bimodality problem (which is 

really to be expected; see Section 6.2.2 for justification) was much less prominent even with 

IRMCMC, when the simplified model was used. It is to be noted in this context tha t mixing 

is often improved by augmenting the state space vector to include additional components. 

See, for example, Edwards and Sokal (1988), Besag and Green (1993).

Next we discuss model assessment using data obtained by cross-validation.

6.2.1 R esults of cross-validation and assessm ent of m odel fit

It has been found tha t more than 40% of the observed data lie outside the 95% HPD 

credible regions, suggesting poor fit of the model to the data. Moreover, the HPD credible 

regions also provide insight into fit of the datum  at individual sites. Hence, this procedure 

of assessing model fit is quite informative. However, a formal approach to assessing model 

fit is also desirable. In this section, we also apply the more formal Bayesian hypothesis 

testing procedure discussed in Chapter 3. There it has been also argued tha t the approach 

of looking at individual sites can be regarded as a special case of the Bayesian hypothesis 

testing procedure using a suitable reference distribution.

An application of the Bayesian hypothesis testing procedure gives

j^u ar'   jjo b s
P  =  7T

^V ,.{D r  I  Y)
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indicating th a t the model does not fit the data. Observed and the d istribu tion  of 

are shown in Figure 6.6. Note th a t is located far from the m ode of This is a

consequence of the fact th a t m any observed tem perature values are far from the modes of 

the respective posterior density; this is clearly seen in Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.

A nticipating th a t  the unim odal model used to  describe Ajjt in (6.4) is inappropriate, we 

used another m odelling approach where, ra ther than  unim odal functions, the proportions 

were modelled as m ixtures of normal densities; the num ber of com ponents being unknown. 

We viewed the param eters associated with each component of the m ixture as samples arisen 

from the Dirichlet Process (see, for example, Ferguson (1974), Ferguson (1983), Escobar 

and West (1995)). This way of m odelling autom atically induces a prior on the num ber of 

components; see A ntoniak (1974). In the posterior analysis, the num ber of com ponents for 

each species was found to  be greater than  one with high probability. From the cross-validation 

exercise with IRM CM C it was found th a t 82% of the observed values fell w ithin 95% highest 

posterior density regions. Leave-one-out posteriors obtained using regular MCMC were in 

agreement w ith those obtained using IRM CM C. However, the hypothesis test described in 

Chapter 3 was not satisfied. Next we discuss a sim ulation study to  discuss bimodality.

6.2.2 Simulation study for dem onstrating bim odality

For our purpose, we consider a sim ulated datase t of counts on 5 tax a  each present a t 10 sites. 

The d a ta  set is shown in Table 6.1. Associated with sim ulated samples are sim ulated values of 

a clim ate variable. We s ta r t off by com puting the posterior d istribu tion  of the  environm ental 

variable a t site 1 twice with two different initial values for the  regular MCMC; one chain 

sta rts  a t 7.5 and the o ther a t 13.3. The densities of the clim ate variable constructed using 

the two individual chains are shown in Figure 6.7. Both the densities obtained from the two 

individual regular MCMC chains are alm ost the same and there is no reason to  expect the 

posterior d istribution to  be bimodal.

Now, in the same sim ulated datase t we increase the  value of y n  =  31 (the count of species
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Table 6.1: Simulated palaeo data

Case Climate Species 1 Species 2 Species 3 Species 4 Species 5
1 11.266 31 15 19 81 67
2 11.773 23 2 18 70 39
3 10.762 29 28 9 46 44
4 12.294 50 0 38 111 42
5 13.092 54 0 19 90 49
6 11.857 38 9 30 60 57
7 10.810 14 8 12 40 29
8 11.094 43 15 5 38 39
9 11.283 76 16 27 81 87
10 10.582 18 13 16 74 46

1 at site 1) to 531. In this new dataset so formed, the value of j/n could now be viewed as an 

observation that conflicts with count data on the other species of the same site. As before 

two chains were run and the resultant densities are shown in Figure 6.8.

We notice that the two different runs explore two disjoint regions unlike the case with 

the initial dataset. Each chain explores the region associated with the corresponding modes, 

failing to jump from one modal region to another. The shortcoming of the regular MCMC 

methodology in exploring bimodal distributions becomes clear in this case.

IRMCMC is now applied to this problem. Also, for comparison with IRMCMC we run 

an MCMC but with a different proposal mechanism for the climate variable. The proposal 

density, based on experimental evidence, is given by

i7V(8.5,1.3^) +  ^iV(13.5,1.32)

where A^(8.5,1.3^) denotes normal density with mean 8.5 and standard deviation 1.3; A^'(13.5,1.3^) 

is defined analogously. Since the proposed values of x  do not depend on the previous values, 

the above proposal distribution is also called the independence sampler (see, for example, 

Tierney (1994)).

The results are displayed in Figure 6.9. We find that MCMC with the independence 

sampler does explore both the modal regions, but it has to be borne in mind that the
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Figure 6.9: Thick Line: IRM CM C-approxim ated density of environm ental variable a t site 1. 

Thin Line: regular M CM C-approxim ated density.

proposal density has been constructed on the basis of experim ental evidence. Such a luxury 

many not be affordable in practice. However, IRM CM C w ith restarts  explores both  the 

modal regions spontaneously, w ithout requiring any modification. Thus the above sim ulation 

study dem onstrates two facts; firstly, the occurrence of bim odality  may shed light on some 

conflicting inform ation present in the d a ta  set and secondly, it shows the effectiveness of 

IRM CM C in detecting such situations.

Coming back to  the real case of Vasko et al. (2000), we rem ark th a t  w ith a priori 

knowledge of bimodality, a suitable MCMC proposal m echanism  could have been adopted to 

explore the posterior predictive distribution at site 6. B ut the problem  was unsuspected and 

only a later exam ination of the d a ta  revealed it. IRM CM C discovered bim odality w ithout 

requiring any special proposal mechanism.
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6.3 Conclusion

In this problem IRMCMC was seen primarily as a way of achieving computational shortcut. 

But in practice, it demonstrates its capability of exploring bimodality (that had remained 

unnoticed by regular MCMC) which in fact provides insight into an interesting issue on 

conflict between two different kinds of information.

In the next chapter we apply our cross-validation techniques to a more complex and 

challenging palaeoclimate problem.
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Chapter 7 

Pollen based reconstruction: a more 

difficult case

In this chapter we apply our procedures to a very much larger and more complicated model, 

concerned with pollen based reconstruction as outlined in Chapter 1. For the purposes of 

cross-validation, there are 7815 compositional records on fourteen taxa, and two climate 

variables. The model is large, with 9623 parameters. A single cross-validation exercise with 

regular MCMC takes about 5 hours, on the hardware at our disposal. A crude estimate of the 

time for the remaining 7814 cross-validation exercises is about five years using brute-force; 

it is thus infeasible. W ith IRMCMC we can complete the exercise in about 3 hours.

We outline the model below and show why it is large and difficult. We then implement 

cross-validation, discussing the performance of IRMCMC. Finally we consider issues of model 

fit.

7.1 M odel description

The compositional pollen data arise from counts. Each vector of proportions represents each 

of a set of distinguishable taxa in a sample extracted from the sediment. In fact, for many 

cases, only the proportions were reported and not the total count. We have used total count
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= 400 in these circumstances, and have thus created count values.

For the purposes of this study there are m =  14 different taxa, of which 13 are vegetation 

taxa, together with an ‘Other’ category. Among the 13 taxa, there is also one composite 

taxon Artemisia plus Chenopodiaceae. This we denote by ‘Art.+Chen’. This yields a vector 

yi of counts, with elements j/j*; for fc =  1, • • •, m.

In Whiley et al. (2004), for each sample, modern or fossil, yi \ pj, rij ~  Multinomial{rii, Pt) 

independently; here Pj denotes the underlying composition of the pollen assemblage in the 

sediment sample and rij the total count. The elements Pik refer to the taxon at the i*̂

variation, being conjugate to the multinomial. Note that the conjugacy allows us to integrate 

out the Pjj in Chapter 6 we did not avail of this step since the p  ̂ seemed to improve mixing 

behaviour of the regular MCMC. However, in this case, retaining the above variables would 

make computation burdensome in the extreme, even for a single run of regular MCMC, with 

a particular case omitted. Hence we were forced to integrate out Pi; the marginal distribution 

of yi is then the compound multinomial distribution (see Dey and Matai (2002)), given by

Under this parameterisation, E{pik\'yik, 6, rii) =  7^̂ . The 5 parameter has a simple interpreta

tion as controlling ‘extra-multinomial’ dispersion. Note that in this formulation Ylklik = 1- 

For computational reasons the constraint 7 *̂; > 10“ ^̂  ̂ has also been imposed. Whiley et al. 

(2004) model the jik as functions in a real two-dimensional climate space as 7 (x j,0*) to 

relate the climate x to the propensity of the pollen from the taxon to occur in lake 

sediments. The two dimensional climate space used in this case is shown in Figure 7.1. The 

climate space consists of 740 points, each associated with a 13 dimensional random variable. 

Thus, there are 740 x 13 =  9620 parameters associated with the climate space. Hence, these, 

along with 5 and the two (assumed) random variables GDD5 and MTCO make a total of

site.

The Dirichlet mixture of multinomials provides a natural and convenient model for such

^{hik)yik^-
(7.1)
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Figure 7.1: Aberrant points with respect to simultaneous credible regions are shown as black 

dots; plus signs indicate those lattice points which form the support of the response surfaces.

9623 parameters. For explicit modelling details see Whiley et al. (2004).

In order to assess the validity of the above palaeoclimate model, Whiley et al. (2004) 

removed 61 sites from the training data and constructed estimates for the climate at these 

sites. The 61 sites chosen were from lakes in Spain (47 sites), Italy (10 sites), Scotland (3 

sites) and Norway (1 site). For these sites, the original pollen count data were available. Also, 

the samples were analysed by palaeoclimatologists, thus already providing some information. 

However, the subset was small and quite biased towards the regions from which the samples 

were selected. Apart from this, the procedure of Whiley et al. (2004) is likely to be much 

more biased than a proper 61-fold cross-validation; see Chapter 2 for a discussion on fc-fold 

cross-validation. In the next section we describe our full leave-one-out cross-validation using
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Figure 7.2: Densities of GDD5. Thick black lines denote 95% HPD credible regions; vertical 

lines denote observed value. Distance di scaled to lie between 0 and 1 and percentages of 

dominant species in each case are also shown

IRMCMC.

7.2 Cross-validation by IRMCMC

The key first step in IRMCMC is to choose one case, i*, from the 7815 cases and to study 

7 t ( x ,  F ) via MCMC, storing the realisations of 0 as well as the climate variables.

Here we choose i* = 5354; see discussion below. Figure 7.2 (a) and 7.3 (a) present the leave- 

one-out posterior distributions of GDD 5 5 3 5 4  and MTCO 5 3 5 4  respectively, given (X_5 3 5 4 ,y ) .  

Superimposed are the reported value of GDD 5 5 3 5 4  and MTCO 5 3 5 4 . The second step is to 

perform variations on this for each of the remaining 7814 cases, by re-utilising the stored
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values of 6; see details below. Other panels in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 present further examples 

comparing the leave-one-out posterior distributions with the observed values of G DD5 and 

MTCO. N ote that several of the posterior distributions are m ulti-m odal. For these, the 95% 

highest posterior density regions can comprise disjoint intervals; see Figures 7.2 and 7.3.

Using an algorithm given by Besag et al. (1995), we also com pute sim ultaneous credible 

regions for G D D 5 and MTCO for each of the 7815 sites; however they are not H PD credible 

regions. It has been found that 4027(51.5% ), and 7188(92.0% ) points fall in the 50% and 

95% sim ultaneous credible regions respectively. The blackened points in Figure 7.1 are 

the points that lie outside the respective 95% sim ultaneous credible regions. A lthough a 

sm all percentage of observed values lie outside the 95% credible regions, a considerably 

high percentage of observed values lie outside the 50% credible region. Table 7.2 shows the 

number (and the percentages) of the observed clim ate values falling within the individual 

H PD regions. The conclusion drawn from this table does not differ from the one drawn from 

the sim ultaneous credible regions, thereby raising doubts about the reliability of the model. 

We discuss, in the next section, the modelling im plications of these findings.

T he second step involves, for each case, (a) the use of IR to choose a number of values 

(M  =  100) of 6 and (b) for, each of these, the use of MCMC with restarts to  explore the 

leave-one-out posterior distribution 7r(x|X_i, Y, 9) for fixed 9. As the dim ensionality of x  is 

only two, each MCMC stage is very fast. For each realised 9, we store an MCMC sample of 

size K  =  10. T he IR stage is conducted to ensure that the sim ulation is indeed conditional 

on [ X ^ i , Y )  despite being based on 9 values conditional on (X _ 5 3 5 4 , K) .  The weights used 

in the IR stage, which follow from (7.1) are

it T{yi.j + 6'r{xi*,(j)j)) T{yij + 6'y{x,(l)j)) r{6j{x,(j)j)) T{6'y{xi,(l)j))
/=i {̂yij + 6'y{xi,(f)j)) F(?/i.j+57(x,(j6j)) r{d'y{x,(l)j))r{6j{xi.,(l)j))

It is clear from (7.2) that the im portance weights are constant if Xj. =  Xj and yi> =  yi- To 

ensure this as best as possible we recall the distance measures in Chapter 4, m inim isation of
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which offers different versions of centrality. For this problem, the measures are given by:

t. We have, then, i* =  argmin{d^(£); 1 < i  < 7815} Minimisation of di with respect 

to yields i* = 5354 but when ^ 2  is minimised, values 5968, 7786 and 7787 are obtained. 

However, distributions of 1^1,5 3 5 4 (0 ;, 0) for each of i =  5968,7786,7787 were approximately 

the same (not shown) which suggests tha t it is immaterial which of the 4 sites obtained 

should be left out. For our purpose, we arbitrarily select i* = 5354. It has been observed 

in Chapter 1  th a t IRMCMC may not perform excellently for cases having large distances. 

However, in this case, a close agreement between regular MCMC and IRMCMC even for the 

case having the maximum distance (site 82; see Figure 7.4) shows tha t IRMCMC is quite 

reliable. Cumulative normalised weights corresponding to sites having maximum distances 

are shown in Figure 7.5. They seem reasonably close to uniformity. As in Chapter 6 , IR 

without replacement performs quite robustly even for this much larger and complicated 

problem. Also, the final results were not sensitive to different choices of N , M  and K .

It is im portant to ensure the performance of the regular MCMC for site i* as best as 

possible. The values of the response surfaces at the lattice points and 6 were updated us

ing a random walk proposals with nearly optimum step size. The optimisation was done 

using information gained from an initial run. GDD5 and MTCO were updated by randomly 

proposing from a random walk and an independence sampler. This allows efficient explo

ration of the posterior in question. Although site i* =  5354 does not involve multimodality 

(see the first panels of Figures 7.2 and 7.3), we point out th a t in case multimodality is the 

solution, then our optimisation method does lead to its efficient exploration, as in the case 

of site 82; see Figure 7.4.

(7.3)

In the above, S{t,j) denotes sample standard deviation of the column of the variable
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of regular MCMC and IRMCMC for the site 82, the site with 

maximum distance; (a) corresponds to GDD5 and (b) corresponds to MTCO. Kernel density 

estimates of GDD5 and MTCO based on both MCMC and IRMCMC are presented. Vertical 

lines denote observed value.
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Table 7.1: Simultaneous credible regions of GDD5 and MTCO

50% Cl 95% Cl

GDD5 MTCO

4027(51.5%) 7188(92.0%)

Table 7.2: Individual highest posterior density regions of GDD5 and MTCO

50% Cl 95% Cl

GDD5 MTCO GDD5 MTCO

4757(60.9%) 4908(62.8%) 7474(95.6%) 7587(97.1%)

7.3 R esults of cross-validation

Tables 7.1 show the number (and the percentages) of observed GDD5 and MTCO falling 

within 50% and 95% simultaneous credible regions. On the other hand, Table 7.2 shows re

sults corresponding to the individual highest posterior density regions of GDD5 and MTCO. 

Observe tha t although very few are aberrant with respect to 95% credible regions, a large 

number of data points are aberrant with respect to 50% credible regions. This indicates that 

a large number of observations do not fall within the main modal region showing impre

ciseness of the predictions. The Bayesian hypothesis test described in Chapter 3 is applied 

individually to GDD5 and MTCO. Distributions of discrepancy measures along with 

observed corresponding to both GDD5 and MTCO are shown in Figure 7.6.

Both observed discrepancy measures fail to lie within the high density regions of the 

respective sampling distributions, implying a clear rejection of the model. Obviously, any 

measure constructed using the joint density of the two climate variables will also fail in this 

case. It is noteworthy th a t the observed values are much smaller than the minimum value 

tha t has significant density, suggesting tha t the predicted climates (modes of the posterior 

densities) and the observed climates agree well with each other but large credible regions
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Figure 7.6: (a) D istribution of corresponding to  GDD5. (b) D istribution of 

corresponding to  M TCO. In each case, observed value is denoted by the vertical line.

(indicating high uncertainty) are responsible for such poor fit. This is m ainly due to  the 

m ultim odal natu re  of the densities. However, it is useful to  investigate causes of such poor 

fit, which we do below.

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 display some densities of GDD5 and M TCO with corresponding 

observed values overlaid, shown by vertical lines. Also shown are the percentages of the 

m ost abundant species (dom inant species) in each case and the  distance m easured by the 

function d\ in (7.3). Panel (a) of both  figures correspond to  the  m inim um  distance (see 

Section 7.2). To be noted is th a t observed values in this case as well as in the case of 

m axim um  distance (see Figure 7.4) are well predicted.

A part from the m inim um  and m axim um  distance cases, m ost o ther cases shown in the 

figures are clearly aberran t. We find th a t for these the com position is often dom inated by 

a few taxa. The percentages corresponding to  the dom inant tax a  are shown in each panel. 

It is also to  be noted th a t  many posterior d istributions are m ulti-m odal. Strongly bimodal 

posteriors can arise in a t least two ways. One is when the record is dom inated by two taxa,
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say A and B, each of which has a strong preference for mutually exclusive regions of climate 

space. Such records are rare, but when they arise, they send strong and conflicting signals 

for these two regions. Another is where the signal is dominated by A but B is missing, 

despite the fact tha t B would normally be encountered, together with A, in a sub-region of 

the climate space preferred by A. Such a record is also rare, but also expresses strong and 

conflicting signals, manifest in dis-allowing a portion of the space signalled by A. There are 

however different issues, arising in particular from the construction of the composite ‘O ther’ 

and the ‘A rt.+C hen.’ categories. The 13 taxa including the composite ones were chosen to 

be particularly suitable for Glendalough, for they dominate in the region of climate space 

known to have been traversed by the Glendalough climate over the study period. But some 

of the 7815 records are dominated by ‘A rt.+C hen.’ and ‘O ther’. An extreme example arises 

in panel (c) where ‘A rt.+C hen.’ is the only taxon present; another is seen in panel (h) where 

68% of the record comprises ‘O ther’. The signal here is probably meaningless.

In this connection, we recall from Chapter 1 tha t the reconstruction of MTCO corre

sponding to the Younger Dryas event was inaccurate; see Figure 1.1. Observe tha t the 

scenario there seems very much in keeping with the above discussion of conflicting signals. 

We also observe in Figure 7.3 tha t quite a few aberrant observed MTCO values lie at the 

extreme tail region of the corresponding leave-one-out density. In such cases, the restriction 

of climate to the lattice seems to have ruled out some plausible a posteriori guesses of climate 

values.
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Chapter 8 

A pplication of IRM CM C to  

sensitivity  analysis in inverse 

problems

So far we have explained the use of IRM CM C in cross-validation problems. In this chapter 

we investigate its use in sensitivity analysis in the case of inverse problems. To our knowl

edge, other than  W hiley et al. (2004) there exists no work th a t  addresses this ‘inverse’ 

sensitivity analysis. B ut W hiley et al. (2004) address th is problem  by regular MCMC which 

is com putationally  burdensom e in the extreme and is also very unlikely to  explore m ulti

m odal solutions adequately. In this chapter we propose a very efficient methodology, which 

actually is a version of IRM CM C, th a t  responds to  both  these challenges positively.

8.1 Sensitivity analysis in forward problems

Suppose th a t d a ta  X ’̂  — {xi \ i  — 1, • • •, n} and — {yi] i — 1, • • •, n} are available; it is 

assumed th a t yi ~  P{9xi) ,  as in C hapter 2. Recall th a t the  problem  is forward if interest lies 

in the prediction of y  and not x. In such a case, given the model, only a prior on 9 needs to 

be specified. In the next section it will be seen th a t in the  case of inverse problems, where
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interest lies in the prediction of x  and not y,  a prior needs to  be specified on x as well. In 

th is section however, we will focus on forward problems where there is only one unknown 

param eter, 6, to  which a prior m ust be assigned.

Possible mis-specification of the prior d istribution on 9 is usually investigated by sen

sitivity analysis. This has been an im portan t element of the  philosophies of a num ber of 

Bayesians (see, for example, Berger (1985) and the references therein). Loosely, sensitivity 

analysis involves try ing different reasonable priors and scrutinising the  resu ltan t posterior 

quantities. Re-thinking is necessary if, due to  different prior assum ptions, the posterior 

quantities are changed in a way th a t has practical im pact on in terpreta tions or decisions.

However, recom puting posterior quantities for all reasonable priors could be com putation

ally extremely expensive, particularly  for high-dimensional problems. Im portance sam pling 

is generally recommended for sensitivity analysis (see, for example, A threya et al. (1996), 

Doss (1994)). For a prior ttq on the param eter 9, samples are generated from the poste

rior 7To(0 I X"*,y"*), usually by regular MCMC. Then for another prior of interest, tti, 

im portance weights of posteriors tti{9 \ are com puted with respect to  the ‘initial

posterior’ iro{9 \ Y ^ ) .  This is given by

w,{9) =  7ri(0 I X ^ , Y ^ ) I t̂ o{9 \ X ' ^ ^ Y ^ )  cx 7n(0)/7ro(0) (8.1)

These weights are then  used to  com pute approxim ations to  posterior quantities of 7Ti(0 | 

X ' ^ , Y ^ ) ,  for example, expectation of an appropriate function h[9) as in (2.6).

The above technique of sensitivity analysis is appropriate to  forward problems. However, 

such technique is inapplicable in the case of inverse problems, as we dem onstrate below.

8.2 Sensitivity analysis in inverse problems

In addition to  the  set up described in the above Poisson regression problem , suppose th a t a 

further set of observations Y ^  are available from the model bu t the corresponding X ^  are 

unavailable. The interest is to  learn about the set of unknown values, X^-, 9 is trea ted  as
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a nuisance param eter (see, for example, Berger et al. (1999)). Here we assume th a t an 

appropriate prior, given by 7t(0) is assigned to  9.

Our interest in th is case is to  check sensitivity of the priors on and not on 0. The 

priors on m ay or may not depend on 9. A convenient way to  proceed is to  propose priors 

{7To(- I 9), 7r,(- I 0); i =  1, • • •, fc} on X ^ , where 7To(- | 9) is the prior of m ain interest and 

{7Ti(- ! 0); i =  1, • • ■, fc} are considered variations of the former. The in terest is then  to  check 

sensitivity w ith respect to  the posterior 'Ki{X^ \ X ’̂ ,  F™, = f  7Ti(X^, 9 | X ^ ,  V ^ ,  Y^)d9.

However, since the  functional form of the posteriors involves in tegrating out the nuisance 

param eter 9 (which may be high-dimensional), this may not be available, even up to  a 

constant. Hence im portance weights, given by

Wi { X^)  =  iTi {Xf  1 X ' ^ , Y ^ , Y ^ ) / T r o { X f  \ X ^ , Y ^ , Y ^ )

J i r i { Xf , 9  I X ’̂ , Y ^ , Y f ) d 9  
J n o { X f , 9 \ X ^ , Y ^ , Y f ) d 9

will not be available here, unlike in the forward case, which was given by (8.1).

In principle, it is possible to apply IRM CM C to such inverse problem s. In other words, 

one can realise from tto{ X^ , 9  \ X™‘, Y ' ^ , Y ^ ) ,  typically by regular M CMC, a sample of 

{ X ^ , 9). Then using im portance weights of the form given by

’ T T o { X f , 9 \ X ^ , Y ^ , Y f )

one can realise a  subsam ple of 9 realisations corresponding to  the posterior -Ki{9 \ X ^ ,  Y ^ ,  Y^) .  

Given each realised 9, realisations of X ^  can be obtained from 7Tj(X^ | Y^ , 9) ,  typically by 

regular MCMC. The realised X ^  can then be said to  be samples from the targe t posterior 

ni {X^  I  X"^, Y '^ ,  Y^) .  This m ethod can be repeated for each i =  1, • • •, /c. Note th a t this is 

exactly the IRM CM C proposal as described in C hapter 4.

Thus IRM CM C may be straightforw ardly applied to  inverse problem s exactly as in cross- 

validation. There is no issue now as to  the choice of im portance sam pling distribution: it is
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the posterior n o { X ^ , 9 \ Y ^ )  computed with reference to the prior 7 ro ( -  | 9). Nothing

more needs to be said.

There is however a variation, which is the subject of this chapter. For it is not necessarily 

the case that the priors ' K q { X ^  \ 9) and ' K i { X ^  \ 9) are of the same dimension. In Chapter 

7 we provided cross-validation details of the palaeoclimate problem of Whiley et al. (2004). 

In Section 8.4 we describe sensitivity analysis of the problem and point out that priors 

i \ q { X ^  I  9) and 'K i {X^ \ 9) have different dimensions for a particular i .  It is thus not possible 

to compute weights as in (8.2). We propose an approximation, discussed in the following 

section. This approximation is particularly appropriate for large data sets, as here.

8.3 Proposal

Our proposal is to generate a sample of 9 realisations from some distribution of 9 that ade

quately approximates all the target posteriors of 9 given by 7Tj(0 | X™, K™, Y^) =  /  tTj

X"*, K'", Y ^ ) d X L  We can then resample from the available sample of 0-realisations simply 

by random sampling, without computing any importance weights. We thus consider a special 

case of IRMCMC where the weights are equal. This solves the dimensionality problem since 

we no longer need to compute importance weights. Here are the details.

Note that, for any z =  0,1,  • • •, fc,

T T i { x \ X ^ , Y ^ , Y f )  =  I  i r i { x , 9 \ X ' ^ , Y' ^ , Yf ) d9

= I  TTi{x, I Y^9)7ri{9 1 X ^ ,  Y ^ ,  Y^)d9 (8.3)

«  I  niixi I Y^, 9)tt{9 \ X ^ ,  Y^) d9  (8.4)

In (8.3), 7Ti(0 I X ^ ,  Y f )  =  /  7Tj(X^ 9 \ X ^ ,  Y^ ,  Y^)dX^  Note that, in (8.4), we assumed 

that the approximation tt{9 \ X ' ^ , Y ’̂ ,Y^)  w n{9 \ X™, F"*) holds, the latter being the 

saturated posterior. For large data size, this is indeed a valid assumption, as shown by 

the theoretical exposition in Chapter 5. We first generate and store a sufficiently large 

sample of 9 from the saturated posterior 7Tj(0 | X ‘̂ ,Y'^),  typically by regular MCMC; we
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Figure 8.1: Greenland ice core data.

subsequently generate realisations of by (a) drawing 9 random ly from the store, and (b) 

generating realisations from tt{X^  \ Y^ , 9) .  In our application X ^  has dimension 300; it is 

still substantial b u t it is much less than  the dimension of {X^ , 9) .

Observe th a t  our procedure completely solves any integrability  issues by doing random  

sam pling from a sam ple generated from the satu rated  posterior. This procedure does not rely 

on im portance weights, hence problems faced by trad itional procedures do not appear here. 

Also, as dem onstrated  in C hapter 4, regular MCMC needed to  sim ulate from iri{x \ Y^ , 9 )  

m ay be sta rted  w ith different initial values which may help explore m ultim odal solution 

more efficiently. We dem onstrate these advantages in the  case of the palaeoclim ate model of 

W hiley et al. (2004).

Before discussing the application of our proposed m ethod to  the case of W hiley et al. 

(2004) we review tem poral smoothness issues described in their paper.
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8.4 Temporal sm oothness issues in the palaeoclim ate  

reconstruction m odel

In W hiley et al. (2004) the m odern clim ate values denoted by are known b u t the 

prehistoric clim ates are not. C lim ate change exhibits some degree of sm oothness in tim e. 

Loosely speaking, clim ate changes can be characterised as ‘sm all’, mostly, bu t occasionally 

very large. W hiley et al. (2004) model this sm oothness stochastically by specifying an 

appropriate family of priors. Light can be shed upon this by an exam ination of the ice core 

d a ta  (Fig 8.1). This has been obtained from the stable oxygen isotope d a ta  from the 

ice of the GISP2 core drilled near the sum m it of the Greenland ice sheet (see, for example 

Stuiver e t al. (1995)). This provides a basis for estim ating the tem poral properties of the 

clim ate system  since the end of the last ice age. The d a ta  principally reflect atm ospheric 

tem peratu re  over Greenland; their tem poral characteristics can thus be argued to  be relevant 

to  the reconstruction of tem perature  in Glendalough in Ireland, although they represent a 

locality some distance from Ireland. In this section the bivariate term s x j  may be more 

readily denoted as x{t j ) ,  where the tj are in years before present (BP). Here i  =  1 

denotes the deepest (oldest) sample and j  = 150 the m ost recent. In the following we 

suppress the superscript ^ .

The variation in Figure 8.1 can be adequately modelled by a random  walk. B ut the 

norm al scores plot of the increm ents strongly suggests th a t  the variation is much longer 

tailed than  the norm al d istribution. W hiley et al. (2004) investigate the  appropriateness of 

several different priors for the dependence between the unknown x{tj) .  However, they assume 

th a t each is of the  form x{t j )  =  x{ t j - i )  + A{t j)e{t j ) ,  where Aj  =  A{t j )  is a m atrix; recall th a t 

clim ate has two dimensions in this case. The distributions of the  innovations (ej i , ej 2 ) are 

w hat distinguish diff'erent priors. They investigate the sensitivity of the  posterior distribution 

of reconstructed clim ates considering the distribution of the innovations to  be S tuden t’s t 

d istribution w ith d = 8 degrees of freedom, the Cauchy d istribu tion  and the  Gaussian
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distribution. They also consider a prior with complete tem poral independence, th a t is the 

prior here is simply uniform  on the clim ate space shown in Figure 7.1 with clim ates at 

different tim es being independent of each other. In all cases, GDD5 and M TCO are assumed 

to  be d istribu ted  independently of each other. It is further assumed th a t  Aj  =  \tj — 

where A is diagonal with (A gdds; ^ m t c o ) being the diagonal elements. Thus we may look 

upon A as a two-dimensional random  variable.

Thus, for priors with tem poral smoothness,

7T^(x |A )  =  (8 -5 )

Specifically, using the random  walk model it can be w ritten as

TI'GDDsÎ ÎA) =  JJ 9 d { ^ G D D 5 { t j ) \ l J - G D D 5 { t j , t j ^ i ) , a G D D 5 { t j , t j - i ) ) ,
j=2,150

and sim ilarly for M TCO. By gd{u\n,a)  we denote the value of the pd f of a i d istribution 

with d degrees of freedom, evaluated a t a~^{u — /j); we set /i =  XGDD5 {t j - i )  and cr̂  =  

^GDDbi^j ~  Note th a t the Cauchy is a i  d istribution w ith one degree of freedom and

Gaussian is a t  d istribution with infinite degrees of freedom.

We have dem onstrated  IRM CM C as a more efficient alternative to  regular MCMC, both 

in term s of com putational speed and exploration of the posterior. Using regular MCMC, 9 

may be sim ulated from a posterior corresponding to  a specific tem poral sm oothness prior and 

re-weighed towards posteriors corresponding to  the rem aining tem poral sm oothness priors, 

using appropriate  im portance weights. Regular MCMC may then be used for the sim ulation 

of clim ate variables and A.

However, the idea of reweighing the samples of 9 using appropriate  im portance weights 

is rendered invalid when, among the possible priors on climate, the prior w ith no tem poral 

smoothness is also considered. Observe th a t  the prior with com plete tem poral independence 

does not consist of the  two-dimensional random  variable A and so has dimension two less 

than  the other priors w ith tem poral dependence. In o ther words, the  jo in t posterior of 

the param eters, when no tem poral smoothness in clim ate is assumed, is given by t t { x , 9  \
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X ^ ,  Y ’̂ , Y )̂-, but with the above temporal smoothness assumptions, it is given by 9, A | 

ym which are of different dimensionality. Hence it is not possible to compute 

importance weights of the temporal smoothness priors with respect to the prior with complete 

temporal independence; and vice versa.

In the next section, we demonstrate that simple random sampling of the realisations of 0 

obtained the saturated posterior may be serve as an easily available alternative to the more 

precise IR, which is unavailable. Note that the former may be regarded as IR with equal 

weights.

8.5 Sensitivity analysis of the palaeoclimate model us

ing IRMCMC

The posterior of the unknown fossil climates x  with temporal smoothness assumed can be 

written as

7t(x I Y ^ ,  Y^) =  I  tt{x , a ,  9 I X ^ ,  Y^ ,  Y^)dAd9

=  l ' K { x , A \ 9 , Y ^ ) 7 r { 9 \ X ^ , Y ^ , Y ^ ) d A d e  (8 .6)

In the case where no temporal smoothness is assumed, the posterior of x  is given by

7t{x \ X ^ , Y ^ , Y ^ )  =  I  tt{x , 9 \ X ^ , Y ^ , Y ^ ) d 9

=  17r(a; I 9, Yf)Tr{9 \ X'^, Y'^, Y^)d9  (8.7)

Observe that A  is present in (8.6) and absent in (8.7). To conduct sensitivity analysis we 

propose to simulate realisations of 9 obtained from the saturated posterior (using regular 

MCMC). Then, for fixed 9, we simulate {x, A) from 7t (x , A | 9, Y^)  in the cases of priors with 

temporal dependence and x  from 'k{x, A | 9, Y^) in the case of the independence prior. Recall 

that this is the basic idea of IRMCMC. But since importance weights are unavailable in this 

case, we rely on asymptotics instead of exact computation using IR, assuming implicitly
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th a t  the im portance weights are all equal. This may not be an unreasonable assum ption 

since, given the enorm ous size of the m odern train ing d a ta  {X'^, Y"') (7815 cases), the fossil 

d a ta  provides no ex tra  inform ation about 9. For large sam ple sizes th is assum ption may 

indeed be valid as dem onstrated  in the context of leave-one-out cases in C hapter 5. In the 

next section we compare results obtained by IRM CM C and regular MCMC.

8.6 Results of sensitivity analysis

The real advantage of using IRM CM C is the com putational speed. As noted earlier, the 

to ta l tim e taken to  com pute the posteriors corresponding to  all four priors using four regular 

MCMC runs took abou t 22 hours. But with our m ethod, a single regular MCMC run 

is needed. Random  sam pling from the samples of 9 and sim ulating large samples from 

posteriors given fixed 9 can be done at alm ost no com putational cost. This also allows 

exploration of the posterior much more adequately than  a corresponding regular MCMC 

algorithm  during a given tim e. This has been dem onstrated experimentally, w ith the help 

of the  Poisson regression example, in C hapter 4. In our case, com putation of the satu rated  

posterior took abou t 5 hours 28 m inutes and then using and the rem aining com putation 

taking ju st about 12 minutes. The results of sensitivity analysis using IRM CM C and regular 

MCMC are shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.3 respectively.

In general it seems th a t  IRM CM C and regular MCMC are not in perfect agreem ent with 

each other and results w ith respect to  the former seems to  exhibit more variability. A lthough 

it is difficult to  assert which of the two m ethods give more reliable results it is arguable th a t 

due to  independence of realisations of 9 in the former case, IRM CM C explores the  solution 

space more reliably th an  regular MCMC and hence results obtained by IRM CM C are more 

believable. A more prom inent evidence is given below.

To ascertain which prior is appropriate for tem poral sm oothness, W hiley et al. (2004) 

focus a tten tion  on two aspects of rapid clim ate change, well defined from m any other sources 

of the  palaeoclimatology literature. These are the rapid cooling a t the s ta r t  of the Younger
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Figure 8.2: Reconstructions of GDD5 using IRMCMC and regular MCMC.
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Figure 8.3: Reconstructions of MTCO using IRMCMC and regular MCMC.
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Dryas event (ca 10.8 ka BP), an event in the late glacial when the warming into the post 

glacial was interrupted and rapid warming at the end of this event (10.0 ka BP). Some litera

ture speculates that each of these climate changes occurred within a few decades (Dansgaard 

et al. (1989)). Although the temporal resolution of the fossil pollen record can not define 

such detail, Whiley et al. (2004) attempt address this in Figures 8.4 and 8.6 by presenting 

estimates of P(G D D 5>1000 day degrees) and P (M T C 0<-4°), in each case for the relevant 

period of time. They use regular MCMC to conduct the sensitivity analysis. On the other 

hand, Figures 8.5 and 8.7 present the same estimates constructed using IRMCMC. Observe 

that in Figure 8.4 the three different priors for the smoothness of climate change give a very 

consistent signal; the warming was most probably between 8.75 and 9.25 ka BP and this 

signal is about 500 years different from that of the independence model. Prom Figure 8.6 

only a weak signal of the Younger Dryas events is seen, that is, of sharp climate cooling 

about 500 years before rapid warming. It is also seen in Figure 8.4 that all models that 

involve temporal smoothness arrive at almost the same conclusion.

However, results obtained using IRMCMC as seen in Figure 8.5 seem to give a more 

consistent signal than that seen in the regular MCMC analysis, since all priors, including 

the independence model model, are in agreement with each other about the warming period. 

A much stronger signal about the Younger Dryas event is visible in Figure 8.7.

Thus this chapter demonstrates that IRMCMC is useful not only for cross-validation. 

Even for sensitivity analysis it can be a valuable tool. We have also suggested tentatively 

that, compared to regular MCMC, our procedure is capable of more adequate exploration 

of the posteriors of interest.

In this chapter, because of dimensionality problems, we have used simple random sam

pling of 0 , samples of which have been obtained from the saturated posterior. However, 

when dimensions of all posteriors are the same, IRMCMC should certainly be used with 

appropriate weights.

In the next chapter we apply IRMCMC to a forward problem.
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Figure 8.4: Probability tha t GDD5 is greater than 1000 day degrees (obtained using regular 

MCMC). Tick marks indicate the approximate radio-carbon dates of the fossil pollen samples.
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Figure 8.5: Probability tha t GDD5 is greater than 1000 day degrees (obtained using IRM- 

CMC). Tick marks indicate the approximate radio-carbon dates of the fossil pollen samples.
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Figure 8.7: Probability th a t MTCO is less than 4° (obtained using IRMCMC). Tick marks 

indicate the approximate radio-carbon dates of the fossil pollen samples.
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Chapter 9

Application o f IRM CM C to a forward 

problem

So far we have considered the apphcations of IRMCMC to inverse problems only and forward 

problems have received no attention. It has been explained in Chapter 2 tha t forward 

problems are straightforward compared to inverse problems. In this chapter we introduce 

a problem which is inverse in nature but the cross-validation of which requires forward 

implementation. We show thhat the simple random sampling from the saturated posterior 

(that is, IR with equal weights) is sufficiently robust. We further demonstrate th a t in this 

forward problem the MCMC requirement in Step 3b(ii) of Chapter 4 can be replaced by 

direct simulation. The model, which arose in the context of a geostatistical problem, has 

been the considered by Diggle et al. (1998). The problem they consider is the assessment of 

residual contamination from nuclear weapons testing on a South Pacific island, in which the 

sampling method generates spatially indexed Poisson counts conditional on an unobserved 

spatially varying intensity of radioactivity. We give a fuller account of the problem before 

proceeding with cross-validation.
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9.1 A geostatistical problem

Rongelap Island, which is located in the Pacific Ocean approximately 2500 miles south

west of Hawaii, experienced contamination due to fall-out from a nuclear weapons testing 

programme that forced the former inhabitants of the island to live in self-imposed exile on 

a much smaller island of Mejatto.

To investigate whether Rongelap can safely be resettled the current levels of con

tamination at a set of n =  157 locations over the island have been examined by in-situ 

gamma-counting. According to the well-established theory of radioactive emissions, the 

counts Ui at the n =  157 locations can be treated approximately as realisations of mutually 

independent Poisson random variables with expectations Mj =  tiX{li), where ti denotes the 

length of time over which the counts are recorded and A(/) measures the radioactivity 

at location I. Diggle et al. (1998) assume that logA(/) =  P + S{1), where 5(-) is a zero-mean, 

stationary Gaussian process with variance cr̂  and isotropic correlation function given by

p{u) = exp[—(aix)**] (9.1)

The parameter ^  represents the mean log-intensity over the island. Anticipating identifia- 

bility problem and based on a pilot regular MCMC run we fixed 5 =  0.5 for the purpose of 

this chapter; see also pp323 of Diggle et al. (1998).

One objective of the Rongelap survey is to estimate \{l). Interest is also in non-linear 

functions of \{l) such as maxA(/), the location associated with this maximum and with the 

regions of the island where radioactivity is above a specific threshold. Thus the problem 

is inverse; the interest basically lies in Sj =  S{li) which can be likened to Xi in the earlier 

problems. But the main difference of this problem with the earlier ones is that Sj are 

unobserved unlike Xj. Thus for assessing model fit via cross-validation it is needed to predict 

yi (and not Sj since it is unobserved) after leaving out the observation. Hence forward 

implementation is needed for cross-validation although the problem is inverse in nature.

Diggle et al. (1998) assess the fit of the model through the variogram(for definition, see
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Diggle et al. (1998)). By simulating independent replicated spatial samples from the fitted 

model, each with identical locations to those of the data, they examine the variability of 

the empirical variogram and construct tolerance intervals for it. However, their method uses 

the data twice; Bayarri and Berger (1999) demonstrate that using data twice is undesirable, 

see also Chapter 3. In the next section we discuss the assessment of the model fit via 

leave-one-out cross-validation using IRMCMC.

9.2 Cross-validation of the geostatistical model using

Denoting (j/i, • ■ •, y„) by Y,  (si, • • •, s„) by S  and letting y_j, S- i  stand for all but the ith 

element of Y  and S  respectively, we note that for each i it is needed to compute

In (9.2) and (9.3), p{- \ Si,P) denotes Poisson probability mass function with parameter 

depending upon Si and p.

For the purpose of IR, using methods prescribed in Chapter 4 we leave out the case 

with minimum distance, i* =  121. To investigate robustness with respect to our proposal 

we also compare the results with those obtained after leaving out the case with maximum 

distance, i* =  151 and the saturated posterior, w{6,S \ Y)  (note that importance weights 

with respect to the saturated posterior can be computed in this case). All the three posteriors 

tt{9,S  I y i i 2 i), 7t(0, 5  I K -i5 i) and ^{ 9 , 3  | Y)  are almost identical, as shown in Figures 9.1, 

9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8. This suggests considerable overall robustness to the choice 

of reasonable importance sampling densities and in fact simple random sampling would be 

as effective as importance resampling. Observe that, given Sj and P, MCMC is not needed

IRMCMC
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Figure 9.1: Comparison of densities of parameters with respect to the saturated posterior 

and cases with minimum and maximum distances omitted.

to simulate from p{- \ Sj, P) as direct simulation is possible. Different choices of N,  M  and 

K  did not play any significant role as in problems dealt with in the earlier chapters. We 

present results corresponding to N  = 5000, M  — 50 and K  = 100.

It is important to mention tha t we experienced very poor mixing with the usual sequential 

updating of the parameters due to very strong posterior correlation between the parameters. 

Reparameterisation of ̂  and Sj to — /3+s and s* — s i~ s  respectively, where s — Si/n 

significantly reduced correlation and hence greatly improved mixing properties of the MCMC 

runs corresponding to the importance sampling densities. In other words, we transformed 

{a, /?, si, • • •, s„_i, s„) to (log(a), P*, s*, • • •, s*_^, s*), where s* =  s and finally j3* and s* were 

transformed back to the original parameters a, P and Sj. For more on reparameterisation
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of Si — S2 5  with respect to the saturated posterior and cases with 

minimum and maximum distances omitted. Solid line, dash-dot line and dotted line in

dicate minimum distance omitted, maximum distance omitted and the saturated posterior 

respectively.
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Figure 9 .4 : Com parison of S51 — S75 with respect to  the  sa tu ra ted  posterior and cases with 

m inim um  and m axim um  distances om itted.
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Figure 9.5: Com parison of S n  ~  Sioo with respect to the sa tu ra ted  posterior and cases with 

minimum  and m axim um  distances om itted.
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Figure 9 .7 : Comparison of Si26 — Siso with respect to  the  sa tu ra ted  posterior and cases with 

minimum  and maximum distances om itted.
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Figure 9 .8 : Comparison of S150 — S157 with respect to  the sa tu ra ted  posterior and cases with 

minimum  and maximum distances om itted.
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Figure 9.9: Index plots comparing observed and predicted Poisson counts.

see Gilks and Roberts (1996). This reparameterisation proved to be far more effective than 

the block updating method of Rue (2001).

9.3 Results of cross-validation

The results of cross-validation are displayed in Figure 9.9. Modes of the leave-one-out pos

terior distributions, which are taken as predicted values at cases omitted, agree closely with 

the corresponding observed counts. Also, all 157 observed values lie within their respective 

95% credible regions. However, this does not necessarily indicate th a t the model fits the 

data  satisfactorily since is not consistent with the reference distribution see Fig

ure 9.10. Note tha t observed is smaller than the smallest value tha t receives significant 

mass. This indicates tha t although the predicted and the observed counts agree with each
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other fairly well, uncertainties within the leave-one-out distributions are very high. A sim

ilar conclusion has been drawn in Chapter 7 in the case of the pollen based palaeoclimate 

reconstruction model. Diggle et al. (1998) also report impreciseness of the model.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and future work

In this thesis work we attem pt to propose an alternative to regular MCMC for leave-one-out 

cross-validation in inverse problems. We call this new methodology IRMCMC.

The effectiveness of our proposal has been illustrated with a toy example and applications 

to three real, high-dimensional problems (inverse as well as forward). The superiority of 

IRMCMC over regular MCMC is clear; the former is many times more faster than the latter 

and is particlarly more efficient in exploring multimodal distributions. Besides, we have 

shown tha t IRMCMC may also be employed for sensitivity analysis and indicated its use 

in more general problems. We have also indicated tha t output obtained by IRMCMC in a 

cross-validation exercise can be used to construct useful reference distributions of omnibus 

measures of model fit. However, this needs further work. For example, it is not clear to us 

which omnibus measure is the most appropriate one.

The ‘restart’ mechanism involved in IRMCMC requires further discussion, as does the 

issue of the ability of IRMCMC to locate multiple modes. As an exploratory strategy, the 

idea of restarts using independent initial values scattered around the param eter space may 

be useful. This is particularly the case if the modes are used as starting points. In practice, 

the main modes will often be induced separately by the prior and by the likelihood and it 

will then be possible to locate them, by deterministic hill climbing, from knowledge of the 

posterior distribution (up to scale) (Besag and Green (1993)). But combining separate runs
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into coherent inferences does not seems straightforward. Ideally, one would like each run to 

be sufficient in length tha t it samples all the modes frequently, in which case, multiple runs 

have no intrinsic merit (Besag and Green (1993)).

The choice of N,  M  and K  requires further work, particularly in the case of multimodal 

distributions. In fact, the size of the initial regular MCMC sample, N,  must be large 

enough to ensure tha t the parameter space of the entire set of leave-one-out posteriors is 

very adequately represented. In practice this seems very difficult to ensure and it is not clear 

how large N  should be.

Moreover, even if the entire parameter space is adequately represented by the optimised 

regular MCMC for the initial run, there is the danger of inadequate representation in the 

IR step, even if the subsample size, K,  is large enough (but how large is “large enough”?). 

In the pollen based palaeoclimate example, comparison of the performance of IRMCMC 

with regular MCMC for all 7815 leave-one-out posteriors was infeasible. Hence, although 

IRMCMC and regular MCMC were in agreement for the case with maximum distance, we 

provide no guarantee tha t IRMCMC performed satisfactorily for all leave-one-out posteriors. 

The issue of the choice of M, the size of the MCMC sample generated from 7r(x | j/i,0), 

for fixed 9, seems less challenging. This is because the dimensionality of x  is very low 

and a long enough MCMC run is not difficult to implement. In our examples the sizes of 

samples obtained from the leave-one-out posteriors are small considering the large number 

of parameters and multimodality issues. Clearly, further work is needed in this direction 

and very much longer runs are desirable. Given fixed 9, such very long runs are simple to 

conduct. But the challenge lies in running the initial regular MCMC for a very large number 

of iterations, given tha t obtaining a sample of size 1000 takes more than 5 hours in the case of 

the pollen example with the hardware at our disposal. We also do not claim to have properly 

optimised our initial regular MCMC algorithms and there is scope for improvement in this 

aspect. However, different reasonable choices of N,  M  and K  with our proposal mechanism 

did not alter our results significantly.
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The performance of IRMCMC depends on the importance sampling distribution cho

sen. Identifying available importance sampling distributions with the corresponding sample 

number, in Chapter 4 we offered a method of selecting the most adequate sample num

ber (denoted by i*) by minimising distance functions which provide suitable measures of 

centrality.

Apart from minimising distance functions another way of selecting an appropriate i* may 

be suggested. A new data set {x, y) may be defined where each of the (possibly multivariate) 

terms of x  and of y is given by the median in (X, Y)  for the corresponding variable. We 

may use this artificially constructed case as i*. However, the procedure of choosing an 

appropriate i* may require further work. Indeed, when the variance of the data is very high, 

the central points will poorly approximate extreme data points and hence IRMCMC may 

produce unreliable results. In such cases carefully implemented regular MCMC may be more 

reliable. Another possibility may be to re-use samples obtained from a mixture of several 

leave-one-out posteriors, corresponding to diferent values of i*, perhaps corresponding to 

maximum, minimum and the median distance. This may facilitate adequate representation of 

most of other leave-one-out posteriors. However, it is not clear how to obtain the importance 

weights in this case since the respective normalizing constants do not cancel in the ratio.

The behaviour of importance weights needs some discussion. The proposal of Skare 

et al. (2003) seems promising but it is computationally burdensome. The use of importance 

link functions (ILF) (MacEachern and Peruggia (2000)) may improve the behaviour of the 

importance weights in some cases but the procedure is not easy to apply in the case of 

complicated models (Vehtari and Lampinen (2002)). If the size of the data set is moderate, 

computationally intensive adaptive importance sampling methods (see, for example, Zlochin 

and Baram (2002)) may also be used. However, we have shown in Chapter 5 that, for large 

data size, careful selection of i* is unimportant. This has also been seen in the case of the 

real example presented in Chapter 9.

It has been demonstrated in Chapter 8 that IRMCMC can be applied to general problems
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as well. But this requires good importance sampling densities tha t are challenging to obtain 

in practice. In the case of cross-validation or sensitivity analysis, such appropriate densities 

seemed to be presenting themselves naturally. An appropriate choice of i* was all that 

was required. However, the applicability of IRMCMC to problems different from those we 

considered very much depends on our ability to find sufficiently thick-tailed distributions 

tha t adequately represent the target distribution. For complex, high dimensional problems 

such a choice may be very difficult to make.

It has been shown in Chapter 5 tha t the distributions of 6 are asymptotically equivalent 

whereas those of x  are not. However, handling the posteriors become easy if they have a 

convenient asymptotic form. For example, in case the posteriors of 9 are asymptotically nor

mal, then direct simulation is possible. Even better, it may be possible to marginalise the 

posterior of x  using some second order asymptotic theory, for example, Laplace approxima

tion (see, for example, Tierney and Kadane (1986)). Shun and McCullagh (1995) consider 

the applicability of Laplace approximations to high dimensional problems. Although we do 

not use such asymptotic approximations in this thesis work we recognise such approach as a 

future possibility.

The fact tha t our method has been used for palaeoclimate reconstruction (although in 

the disguise of sensitivity analysis) makes it clear tha t IRMCMC stretches beyond cross- 

validation (and sensitivity analysis) to the realm of general simulation from any probability 

distribution consisting of at least two variables. More specifically, if P{x,  9) is a probability 

density of variables x  and 9 which can be factorised as P{x,9)  =  P{x \ 9)P{9),  and if 

there exists a density {g{9), say) tha t closely mimics P{9),  the marginal density of 9, then 

it is possible to realise 9 from g{9) by MCMC or otherwise and reweigh the realisations 

towards P{9),  preferably by importance resampling and then sample x  from P{x \ 9). But 

this requires good importance sampling densities g{9); this can be quite challenging. In 

the case of cross-validation or sensitivity analysis, such appropriate densities seemed to be 

presenting themselves naturally. Indeed, we only needed to choose from an already available
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set of d istributions, m ost of which were good approxim ations to  the targe t distribution, a t 

least asym ptotically. But the applicability of IRM CM C to  problem s different from those 

we considered very much depends on our ability to find sufficiently thick-tailed d istributions 

th a t adequately represent the target d istribution. For complex, high dimensional problems 

such a choice may be very difficult to  make. Geweke (1989) proposed im portance sampling 

densities th a t  work adequately for a very wide range of problems.

We rem ark th a t  the  possibilities for sensitivity analysis include using each 6 for all models 

in tu rn . For example, in the case of the sensitivity analysis conducted in C hapter 8, each 

sim ulated value of 9 may be used for each of the three random  walk priors and the complete 

tem poral independence prior. A lthough it is certainly possible th a t  any given 9 may not be 

acceptable for all models, the asym ptotically valid assum ption th a t the weights are equal 

may be useful in th is connection. In such a case, it is possible to  conduct sensitivity analysis 

a t a much finer level of detail, w ith control for 9 . This we also recognise as future work.
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